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Cheating at BSU
·Page 3·
We take a close look
at 2 Live Crew
·Page 5·
Channel 27 bolts BSU
by Kevin Patrick
The University News
On August 24, 1990,
United Cable extracted itself from
BSU. This separation ended a
cooperative project between the
communication department and
United Cable's Channel 27.
The project began in January
1986, when United Cable ap-
proached BSU to cooperatively
operate a facility which could pro-
duce a public access channel for
community programming.
TIle agreement made was BSU
would supply the studio facilities
and United Cable would in tum
supply the equipment, plus air time
on Channel 27.
Equal studio time was granted to
both.
The agreement worked until
United Cable changed its format to
local origination programming and
advertising sales.
At that time, the University
Television Productions (V.T.P.) was
expanding BSU programming into
new realms of production.
"Basically both parties were
outgrowing the original terms of
. theiragreement," said John Franden,
Executive Assistant to the President
The impacts of United Cable's
pullout are widespread:
1) Students in Field Pro-
ductions are now working with the
most minimum of equipment
2) New fall program-
ming, such as Bronco Vision, Wild
Idaho, Health Line and other pro-
grams will still be created "but at a
slower pace," said Franden.
3) "A rough estimate of
$250,000 to replace the equipment,"
said Dr. Robert Boren, communi-
cation Chairman, "is staring the
communication department and
BSU straight in the face."
4) The communication
department is asking for immedi-
ate funding of $60-80.000 this se-.
mester with an additional $185 ,000
one-time money for next semester.
Con't on page 24
Rash of swastikas plaque Bolse
Jody Howard
The University News
Man's inhumanity to man Makes
countless thousands mourn!
- Robert Bums
"Hitler Had the Right
Idea." Father Leonidas Soukis, hor-
rified to see these words scrawled
across the sidewalk in front of his
Greek Orthodox Church, discov-
ered three-foot swastikas on the
church doors as well, all in red
spray paint, with spittle on the out-
side of the building and door
handles. Then when the sidewalk
was clean, someone dumped five
gallons of dead crawfish in front of
the church.'
The same weekend a Jew-
Can't on page 24
Handicap parking causes flap
by Cynthia Hutchinson
The University News
Dr. Bcfn Parker, Professor
of Communication, recently ac-
quired a new title as the " unofficial
lot watcher", His notoriety came
about upon returning to campus on
August 20, 1990 and discovering
that what had been considered the
communication parking lothad been
remodeled and now housed nine
handicapped spaces.
Parker's acquisition of his
new title was no accident Hisoffice
window allows special viewing
privileges. To date, he has seen "one
flatbed truck with a welder, backed
into a space."
Parker really questions
whether having all nine spots in one
lot is to the advantage of handi-
capped students and is the most
efficient use of that particular space.
Bob Follett of BSU Park-
ing Services explained that the
spaces were provided due to a com-
plaint filed by a former student who
was unable to purchase a $15
handicap permit.
The student, not identifi-
able, registered the complaint with
the DepartmentofEducation' sCivil
Rights Commission in Seattle.
BSU was informed and
asked to comply with a request to
supply "free equivalent parking"
for handicapped students and visi-
tors in a centrally located area on
campus.
The LA lot east of the
HemingwayCenterwasdetermined
Can't on page 24
Last Exit to
Brooklyn
·Page 11·
"werst
ASBSUPresident and Vic:e President, Eric Love and
Teri Kennon cut the ribbon at the recent grand
opening of the first floor SUB cafeteria.
student seating tickets may enter
the northeast entrance of the sta-
dium.
The changes have met with
some complaints though. The pri-
mary complaint of the students has
been the difficulty of viewing the
game through the glare of the early
evening sun.
- Last Monday ASBSU Sena-
tors Mike Haddon, Ron Craig and
Gary Myers met with BSU Athletic
DirectorGene Bleymaier to discuss
possible solutions to the students'
complaints.
Bleymaier indicated it would
be infeasible to change back to last
year's seating arrangement.
He did, however, indicate
he would "seriously consider" ad-
justing the game time in future sea-
sons so as to alleviate the glare
problem.
In a telephone conversation
Thursday, Bl&ymaier indicated the
sun is only a problem in September '
and early October.
The senators were impressed
with Bleymaier's response to their
inquisition.
"He bent over backwards to
help us. He is very concerned about
students and student issues," said
Haddon.
Student's distressed by seating
,·f
,," I
Matt Fritsch
The University News
"I can hardly watch thegame,
with the dang sun burning my reti-
nas!" "Didn't we have seats on
the 50 yard line last year?"
"Why did they change our
seating?"
These are just a few of the "
questions students have been asking
following BSU's first two home
games.
The new seating policy at
home games creates a students only
section at the stadium, similar to the
students only section for basketball
games held in the Pavilion.
The new student seating
sections are 8, 10, 16, 18 and 20,
located on the northeast end of the
stadium. These sections have been
cordoned off from the southeast
portion of the stadium to prevent
the general public from taking the
students seats.
In previous years there had
·been no way of keeping the general
public out of student seating sec-
tions.
Ushers and stanchions now
separate general public seating ar-
eas from the student seating areas.
In addition only those people with
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winter sports training and outings.
AMAS bas conducted a youth sum-
mer wheelchair sports camp for the
past three years.
In addition, a part-time activities
coordinator will be hired.
The federal grant provides 71
percent of AMAS' $123,986 bud-
get this year. The remainder of the
budget is provided by donations,
membership fees and inkind con-
tributions from BSU.
For more information about par-
ticipating in or volunteering for
AMAS, please call 385-3030.
Public lands confer-
ence
positeoptions), elementary, special
education and bilingual instruction.
Applications are available in room
306oftheBSUEdl.!CationBuilding.
For more information, call 385-
1528.
"cold drill" republishes western thriller
"Cold-drill's" publication of
WildHorse Tamer includes photos
of Balch and an afterword by Idaho
Statesman columnist, Tim
Woodward. The cover features a
photo taken by Todd Jeffs of Me-
ridian, winner of a statewide cover
photo competition. The book is
dlustrated by E.B. Quigley.
Re-publication of Wild Horse
Tamer was made possible in part
by a grant from the Idaho Centen-
nial Commission. The book will be
available in the Boise State Uni-
versity Bookstore, the "cold-drill"
catalog and Idaho bookstores at a
cost of $9.95.
For more information, call BSU
English professor Tom Trusky at
385-1999.
Wild Horse Tamer, a western
adventure tale written for young
readers by the late Idaho author
Glenn Balch, will be re-p'ublished
on October Iby "cold-drill" books
and the Idaho Centennial Commis-
sion.
Originally published in 1955,
Wild Horse Tamer is one of 34
books by Balch. The author's first
book was published in 1937. Over
the years Balch's work grew in
popularity among young readers
who "loved his exciting tales of
wild horses, lost dogs and happy
Indians," according to his former
wife Elise Balch. .
Adrien Taylor, head reference
librarian at Boise State and a
member of the Idaho Centennial
Commission publications commit-
tee, noted that "it became obvious
there was both a need and demand
for juvenile books which treats
Idaho's history, and Glenn Balch's
works came to mind." The Idaho
Library Association honored Balch
inAugust for his "outstanding con-
tributions to Idaho's libraries."
AMAS g~ts grant
The Alternate Mobility Adven-
ture Seekers, a group providing
outdoor programs for the physically
challenged, will- expand to cover
CanyonCounty programs following
recelptofan$88,184 grant from the
U.S. Department of Education.
AMAS, part of the Boise State
University Outdoor Adventure
Program, was created in 1985 to
provide physically challenged in-
dividuals in southwest Idaho with
classes and outings for such activi-
ties as whitewater rafting, scuba
diving, camping and horseback
riding.
AMAS director Nancy Ertter
said a study of needs would be con-
ducted this year in Canyon County,
with a program filling those needs
to follow in 1991. She said the
grant will also allow AMAS to ex-
pand its youth program to include
Student teacher deadline
Sharpen your pencils please.
October Iis the deadline for student
teaching applications for the spring
1990 semester through the Boise
State University College ofEduca-
tion. The deadline is for student-
teachers in secondary (single/com-
HERE'S-WHY
THE SMART MONEY AT
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
IS GOING WITHTIAA-CREF
AS IF THE FUTURE DEPENDED fJN IT.
Because it does. Smart investorsknow that your future depends onhow well your-retirement system
performs. TIAA-CREF has been the
premier retirement system for people
in education and research for over 70
years. We have enabled over 200,000
people like you to enjoy a comfortable
retirement. And over 1,000,000 more
are now planning for the future with
TIAA-CREF.
SMART MONEY LOOKS FOR SECURITY,
GROWTH AND DIVERSITY FOR
RETIREMENT SAVINGS.
Security-so the resources are there
when it is time to retire. Growth-so
you'll have enough income for the
kind of retirement you want. And
diversity-to help protect you against
market volatility and to let you benefit
from several types of investments.
THAT'S EXACItY WHAT YOUGET
WITH TIAA-eREF.
TIAA offers you the safety of a
traditional annuity'that guara1ttees
your principal plus a specified rate of
interest, and provides for additional
growth through dividends. CREF's
variable annuity offers opportunities
for growth through four different
investment accounts, each managed
with the long-term perspective essen-
tial to sound retirement planning:
The CREF Stock Account
The CREF Money Market Account
The CREF Bond Market Account'"
The CREF Social Choice Accounts
CALL 1-800-842-2776
10 FIND OUT MORE
Our experienced retirement counselors
wili be happy to answer~ur-questions-·-···-
and tell you more about retirement
annuities from TIAA-CREF.
Experience, Performance, Strength.
Your future is protected by the largest
private retirement system in the world.
We have done so well, for so many, for
so long, that we currently manage
some $85 billion in assets.
Ensuring the future
for those who shape it. lID
• The CREF Bond Markel and Social Choice Accounts may not be available under all inslitulional retirement plans but lie
available (or all Supplemental Rl:liremenl Annuity plans. •
For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call I 800 842·2733, ext 5509 for a
prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.
@l99OTIAA-eREF
"Our Public Lands," the focus
of the seventh annual Frank Church
Conference on Public Affairs on
October 2-4 at Boise State Univer-
sity will feature keynote addresses
by Earth Day founder, former U.S.
senator and Wisconsin governor
Gaylord Nelson, and former Colo-
rado governor and author Richard
Lamm.
The conference will also in-
elude:
• A'panel discussion on "Man.
aging the Public Lands" with schol-
ars and a U.S. Department of Inte-
rior policy analyst, October 3 at
10:30 am,
• An address on "Management
and Mismanagement of Our Na-
tional Forests" by San Francisco
environmental journalist Catherine
Caufield, October 3 at 2 p.m.
• A workshop on the economic
and political issues of old growth
forest planning, October 3 at 3 p.m,
• An address on "National Parks
~ University" by Yale ~niversity
history professor Robin Winks,
October 4 at 9 am.
-. A workshop on resolving
public lands disputes with aides
from the offices of U.S. Senator
James McClure and Representative
Larry Craig; Joe Hinson from the
Intermountain Forestry Industry
Association; and Mike Medberry
from the Idaho Conservation
League, October 4, at 10:30 a.m,
• A panel discussion on report-
ing on public lands issues with
Howard Berkes, Western regional
reporter for National Public radio.;
BSUartists show at drawing exhibition
Drawings ranging from
airbrushed landscapes to hand-
colored computer abstracts will be
presented in the BSU Invitational
Drawing Exhibition September 28
- October 19 in Boise State
University's Gallery of Art The
exhibition will feature the work of
IIartists working in various styles
and media.
An artists' reception will be
from 5:30 - 8 p.m, September 28 in
the BSU Gallery of Art, located in
the Liberal Arts Building on Uni-
versity Drive.
Artists featured are Mark
Bangerter, Laura Regan, Stephanie
Fraternities andsororities face price hikes
••••••••••••••••••••••
: Domino·s Pizza :
: ROOMMATE SPECIAL :
: Two small 6 .22... :
: two to ing pizzas +TAX::a CALLUS! :
I .. Expirea: 9f1A/9O _345.5551 I
l
iS'-- e 1989DPI'. Ourcbivcra 2162 Broadway I
cany 1_1han 20.00. I
• UmiICd dtJivery area. 343·5995
I --- •• ® Boise, Idaho. 1013 Vista I
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By Debbie Marecek
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Wilde and Richard Young, Boise;
Ross Brown, Enumclaw, Washing-
ton; Barbara Robertson andNorman
Taylor, Seattle; Andrew Cangelose,
Portland; Alvin Gittins, Utah;
Cherie Mensching, Albuquerque,
New Mexico; and Bruce Gregory,
San Juan Islands, Washington.
The Gallery of Arts is open
weekdays from 9 am, to 5 p.m. and
weekends from I to 5 p.m, For
more information, caIl the art
department's Talking Phone Book
number at888-4043 code 5908 in -
Boise, or 454-1186 code 5908 in ,tJI:
Canyon County. ti'
program."
Any items displaying the above
mentioned fraternity or sorority
marks must now be approved by
that organization.
The price increase may be as
high as 20%. According to Cutler,
''There would be a price increase
intially, but not over a long period
of time."
. To keep their membership in-
formed, Alpha Chi Omega will be
printing an article on this issue in
their next newsletter.
Before students left for the
summer, they would have been wise
to purchase party favors, and
memorabilia with their fraternity or
sorority's insignia .
This fall, there has been an in-
crease in their retail price.
The executive branches of sev-
eral fraternities and sororities have
joined together with Greek proper-
ties, inc., to license their insignia.
Included on the list: Alpha Chi
Omega, Alpha Delta PI, Alpha CP
Gamma Delta, Alpha XI Delta, t
Delta Gamma, Kappa Alpha Theta, ~
Kappa Delta, Kappa Kappa Gamma ~ ca
and Sigma Sigma Sigma. ~ ..
Sally Cutler with the national 'Q. ".
headquarters for Alpha ChiOmega, t1)." • ,.,
gave this ex.planation: "Basically. >' 4 "1 ~,.d) \'
_weare making an effort to protect~ ...~ ..our marks, in the past, there bas - ) A: ..
been noregulation on the use or saIe JJrI ;J
. of insignia items, we have joined ('\ '.. /It ,,,,,-It
together with other sororities and tl' .. ." ,r."
fraternities to implement a licensing S)U"<W ,.It ~ ~ ~
'.", __ ---0'- _. '~_'_'.' __ ~" '. '- __ ~'.'_'"
.. ", "'.' •. -... _.-. _ .•., .... -... "...,;."-~ .•• -",0'- ...- ~ .-.~ .-.~.-_ ... ~; ...... ;.,_~ ._,_-- ..,-"._ .•__ •
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Oheatlnq is getting through BSU theslimebag way
By Holly C8I:fS ' (1) Copying a passage directly
The Universi News fromasourceandfailin~toenclose
the material in quotauons and/or
provide it with an accurate "Works
Cited" note.
(2) Using an idea (even if ex-
pressed in your own words) from a
source and failing to provide an
accurate note for it. TIns category
also includes those careless para-
phrases that merely rearrange or
omit phrases from the original.
(3) Copying another person's
paper or having one prepared for
you by another person.
There are businesses which do
nothing butdevelop research papers
to be purchased by students, Dick
Rapp, Associated Vice President of
Student Affairs at BSU, indicated
that some campus newspapers will
even run ads for these types of
businesses. HespeculatesthatBSU
is not immune from the student
cheating problem. "I can't imagine
we don't have some cheating ~oing
on. I have not heard it's a major or
critical problem on this campus at
this time." Mr. Rapp referred to the
Boise State University Student
Handbook Code of Coduct as the
policy used to determine cheating.
Don't look for a class in Cre-
ative Cheating 101 in this next
semester's catalogue at BSU.
Academic cheating is a big
problem sweeping the nations
school system. Students cheat in a
myriad of ways.
In an article pUblished in the
Journal of Education for Business,
October 1987, George E. Stevens
and Faith W. Stevens are surprised
by "the ingenuity of today's cheat-
ers.", The gamut of cheating they
describe ranges from students using
the memory functions of hand-held
calculators to store answers to ex-
ams, to "encode physics and math
equations on rolled pieces of paper
slipped inside special clear, plastic
ball point pens that magnified tiny
scrawls into readable size." Perhaps
the most common and often an un-
intentional way of cheating is by
plagiarism.
There are many different forms
ofplagarism. The Writing at Boise
State University handbook states
that plagiarism falls under three
categories:
Academic Dishonesty, in the Code
of Conduct, states that cheating or
plagiarism in any form is not ac-
ceptable. This includes:
• Buying or in any way using a
term paper or other project that was
not composed by the student turn-
ing it in;
• Copying from another paper
either before or during the exam;
• Using crib notes or retrieval
of information stored ina computerI
calculator outside the exam room.
• Having someone else take an
exam or taking an exam for some-
one else;
• Collaboration on take home
exams where it has been forbidden;
• Direct copying of another
term paper; or
• Failure to give proper credit
to sources.
When cheating occurs it is the
policy of BSU that course
instructor's handle each case. In
the event of repeated or major of-
fenses, the instructor and depart-
ment chair concur to determine if
the case should be referred for fur-
ther University action, which can
result in "suspension or expulsion"
from the University.
B.S.U. Students
STASH YOUR SUMMER STUFF
at STOR·N·LOCKI
• ••
Hi-Security and Many Sizes:
5X5 5XlO 5X15 lOX 10' lOX15 lOX20 lOX25
5889 Opohonga 8t.
Near Fairview and Curtis
.......~ Stor -n-Lock ~ ••••••. ~' .
iSELF STORAGE i
•••••••• HOUSEHOLD & BUSINESS SPECIALISTS ••••••••
3 2 2 4- 3 2 1
The Code of Conduct also states
those students who feel they have
been unjustly dismissed can take
their case to The Academic Griev-
ance and Academic Dishonesty
Board. Mr. Rapp indicated that in
the last four to five years he is
unaware of anyone bringing a case
of this type before the board.
Sharon Mackey, a writing con-
sultant for The Writing Center on
campus, said in the last two years
she has seen "only one person who
was blatantly plagiarizing." Occa-
sionally, plagiarism is seen, but it is
generally a matter of students not
knowing how toproperlydocument.
She said those students who have a
problem with plagiarism are not
ISOlatedto one age group. Mackey
encourages students who are unsure
about documentation to contact the
Writing Center on the'second floor
of the Liberal Arts Building or their
professor for help. Teri Kennon,
ASBSU Vice President, addresses
the problem by stating, "It's not
only the people who are cheating,
but also the people who allow them
to cheat, ..peoplewhocheatcan steal
the information, but it is easier to
just get the information from
someone."
Some universities are dealing
with the problem of cheating in
creative ways. The March 1990
issue of the National on Campus
Report states that the students of the
University of Alabama sign a "No-
cheating" form when they register
for classes. It is "intended to reduce
cheating and promote academic in-
tegrity" and has become part of the
honor code approved by the Uni-
versity of Alabama's president.
REMINPER: ASBSU provides legal consultation and
other legal services to individual students through
Schroeder & Lezamiz with the private firm of
Schroeder & Lezamlz, Boise. If you need a legal
consultation, and you are a full fee paying student,
call ASBSU at 385-1440. All consultations and most
legal services are free of charge.
John T. Schroeder
384-1627 office
ASBSU ATTY.
rr MAY BE THE MOST IMPORTANr WEEKEND
OF YOUR liFE!!
CAT AL YST: ocr 5-7, Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
N ationo! Student Environmental Conference
• Benefit Concert for,the E~ with Billy Brag& .~ ~_ .
• Ralph Nader. Helen Caldicon, Cesar Chavez. . '"
Winona LaDuke. Robert Redford. and man: S . .
• Launch SEAC's Corporate Action Campaign •
• , j
• 3,000 students march for environmental rights "'-t\i;
For more infonnationconracr: SEAC, 305 W. Elm; #20
Urbana. illinois 61801 217-333~2440 .
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Opinion
RSBSU
Spotlight
To the students of Santa Fe Community
College, University of Florida and the
community of Gainsville, Florida, we'
exte.nd our heartfelt sympathy. The in-
abflity to comprehend the sick mind of
one who commits such hideous crimes
motivates us in our commitment to our
own safety issues, on campus and off
campus. We don't want to live in fear.
We want the violence to end.
.. .:.: ,r!~~ol'~
.r,: .: : ••:.:. • ••~ .. .. . .
....-.''''#........ .. .. .. ,
".:" .' ..• 1 • •
f{fP~f.NTA1\VE:. CRAl'MAS1!kL; ~
n4E ART a: f()Ll -n CAL ~NSr:ORMATION.
b~ Mike Haddon
ASBSU Senate Pro-Tern
Special to The University News
Senate
bashing seems
to be the latest
and continuing
pastime for the
UNews. Weare
an easy target,
students elected
in the hopes of helping students.
At least the UNe\:lsresearches their
topic well, as far as I know, they
have attended four or five entire
senate meetings in the last year and
a half.
My name is Mike
Haddon, and I am the new senate
pro-tem at Boise State. Myselfand
the other senators would like to get
to know the students better to en-
able us to meet your needs. For
that reason, we will set up a "Sen-
ate Booth" this year in the SUB. In
the booth, senators will Iiste~ to
requests and problems of students.
Ifyou are a student upset
at the new seating arrangements
for the football games, here is some
encouraging news. We realize that
the upper-deck seats get more than
their share of sunshine, and it is
hard for you to see the game. We
have discussed the problem with
Gene Bleymaier at the Varsity
Center, and they will give serious
consideration to starting games
later to give the sun a chance to go I~~-
down and us a chance to see the
game.
The senate is starting this
year with many goals in mind to
help the student. Take the time to
get to know who your senator is,
and let us know your expectations
of tis. We have a good working
relationship with the new presi-
dent, Eric Love, and this year is
looking very promising. We're
looking forward to meeting your l5~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
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The University News
by Dr. Lonnie Willis
Professor of English
The University News
"Black is Beautiful"
fit MississippiJohnHurt toaT.
He was a gentle, dignified man
who cared about himself,
people and music. John Hurt
picked guitar and sang from a
prodigious repertoire of blues,
folk and popular songs. In his
70s he performed at the New-
port Folk Festival and at
Carnegie Hall. The photo on
the back of his final Vanguard
album, "Last Sessions", shows
a formal John Hurt in a dark
suit and vest, his soft hat at a
rakish tilt, a cigarette holder
posed a Ia Franklin Roosevelt.
He holds a guitar case and looks
steadily into the camera,
The last album in-
cluded Mr. Hurt's versions of
several "folk" songs like Bukka
White's "PoorBoy, Long Ways
From Home" and Leadbelly's
"Goodnight, Irene." But it is
his cut of a lyrics called "Funky
Butt' that is especially note-
-worthy. It goes:
"I thought I heard
some boys say,
'Funky Butt,
Stinky Butt, take it away.
You see that girl
View 0 Point
with the red dress on?
She got Funky Butt,
Stinky Butt, sure's you're
born.'''
Not so well known, "Funky Butt"
has along history that reveals a de-
pendence on oral improvisation.
Originally an African-American
song, "Emancipation Day," with
lines on
Abe Lin-
coin, it was
given new
lyrics by
jazz bands
at the tum
of the cen-
tury. For
example,
Buddy
Bolden's
New Orleans dance band took up
"Funky Butt" as its signature piece,
playing improvised lyrics at every
dance.
Now,let'sadmitiL "Funky
Buu" bothers us. Lyrics about funk
and stink seem, well,nasty. Worse,
the nasty bits seem linked towomen
("that girl with the red dress on"),so
we suspect a sexual connotation,
maybe at women's expense. One
dictionary of slang does define
"funky" as "sweat generated during
sex." But I think our minds
by Dr. Andrew Schoedinger
Associate Professor of Philosophy
The University News
While listening to the lyr-
ics of2 Live Crew's recording "As
Nasty As They Wanna Be" I was
reminded of John Steinbeck. He
once had had an experience which
brought
into fo-
cus a
most im-
portant
dimen-
sion of
I a n -
guage,
namely
its abuse
by mis-
use.While working alongside a crew
member on a merchant marine ship
an accident occurred. His mate lost
a couple oCfingers in a winch. That
individual disgorged a most vile
diatribe which duly impressed
Steinbeck. He said it was so foul
that he pledged to himself never to
repeat it unless a dire circumstance
of equal extreme befell him. His
mate's choice of words so fit the
situation that Steinbeck thought that
itwouldbeamisuse,no,anoutright
abuse of language to repeat them
unless a future situation truly fit
such ajeremiad. Steinbeck's obser-
J3 This Week J3
The 2 Live
Crew
(see lyrics below)
vation is fruitful in that in this day
and age we all abuse the mother
tongue, myself included, .
Misuse of language con-
stitutes its abuse because it under-
mines the process, and I believe in
the long run the ability, of one ex-
pressing himself in a precise man-
ner. The world and all that therein is
is not black and white, it is not
brute. Rather it is an ensemble of
nuances, One of the beauties of our
language is that it is sophisticated
enough to express any and all of the
world's nuances which include the
emotions and reactions of the human
beings living in and reacting to that
world. One's abuse oflanguage is
either a reflection of one's limited
view and/or understanding of the
world or an expression of laziness
- lazy in the sense of one being
unvlilling to exert the effort to find
the words that most adequately and
accurately express the situation at
hand.
1f2Live Crew is not abus-
ing the language and its use by them
is truly reflecting reality, then we
should all take note as to precisely
how base life has become in some
quarters of this society. We as a
society ought to be ashamed of such
a reality. Itserves no good purpose
to point to such places as south
centml L.A. as degenerate and leave
itat that. Iris the society at large that
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has spawned, nurtured and con-
sequently tolerated such areas
of depravity.
Censorship is not the
solution to the problem. Censor-
ship is merely a comfortable and
socially acceptable way of
avoiding the condition that gave
rise to the perceived need for
censorship in the first place.
The efforts to suppress
2 Live Crew are tantamount to
suppressing scientific investi-
gation. Neither can be success-
fulIy accomplished. That is be-
cause human beings are creative
individuals and will inevitably
express themselves. That ex-
pression is reflective of what at
the moment IS. What IS central
to the lyrics of "As Nasty As
They Wanna Be" is a degener-
ate, replete atmosphere that
glorifies violence. Censorship
will not change what IS. What
we need is a commitment to
ridding the society of the envi-
ronment that gave rise to the
lyrics that express the way that
environment IS.
"Holy War," Distorted fact about Islam
Mian Furgan MehMood
Muslim Student Association
S~al to The University News
Is Islam a
name ofa re-
Iigion which
was spread at
the point of a
sword? Are
the Muslims
a bunch a fa-
natics? Usually these kind of
questions often arise in the mind
of the people who are unaware of
Islamic beliefs. These kinds of
stereo typed images have been
strengthened by few Islamic in-
dividuals who use Islam as a tool
for their propaganda and is also
distorted practically by many
others. An effort will be made
here to present the concept of
Holy War in Islam in its true light
and clear picture. In doing so,
there is no attempt to present our
side of the story to the West to see
and decide for themselves like in-
telligent, responsible and rational
beings.
TheGioriousQuran makes
it clear that, whether we want it or
not, war is a necessity of existence,
a fact of life,
so long as
there exists in
the world in-
justice, op-
pression, ca-
pricious ambi-
tions, and ar-
bitrarycIaims.
Although re-
alistic in its
approach, Islam never tolerates ag-
gression from its own side or from
any other side, nOPdoes it entertain
aggressive wars or the initiation of
aggressive wars. Muslims are com-
manded by God not to begin hostili-
ties, embark on any act of aggres-
sion or violate any others rights,
War is not an objective of
Islam, nor is it the normal course of
Muslims. It is only the last resort
and is used under the most unusual
of circumstances when all other
measures fail. Islam is a religion of
peace: ITS MEANING IS PEACE:
the adjective Muslim itself means
peaceful. Every being is entitled to
enjoy the
peaceofIslam
and the kind-
ness of the
peaceful Mus-
lim, regardless
of religious or
geographical
or racial con-
siderations, as
long as there
is no aggression against Islam or the
Muslims.
There is no such thing as a
religious war to force Islam on non-
Muslims. Also disingenuous
sloganeering that usesJihad or Holy
War in an attempt to legitimize per-
sonal ambition,regional power,and
national economic interests is hol-
low rhetoric that should deceive no
one. AlI of those individuals or
Muslims are com-
manded by God not to
begin hostilities, or
embark on any act of
aggression, or violate
any others rights.
agencies, Islamic or non-Islamic,
who have or are using the Islam as
another strategy in their anti-Hu-
man politics are ridiculing Islam.
Once again, the fact remains that
Islam is the religion of peace in
the fullest sense of the term; that
unjust war was never among its
teaching; that aggression is not
tolerated by it; that force was
never forgivable by God or ac-
ceptable to Islam; and whoever
distorts, or misrepresents the Is-
lamic teachings, does not matter
ifhe is the President ofImq or any
other anti-Islamic element, Mus-
lims are ordered to proclaim Jihad
or Holy War against them.
It is simply an appeal to
all whohaveliuleorsomeknowl-
edge about Islam to not misun-
derstand Islam or to form an opin-
ion about it, just by considering
acts of few Islamic individuals or
groups who have strayed away
from the righteous path of Islam.
The_2 Live Crew
Caution: Some of our readers may find
the following lyrics offensive. Our
pUJPOse for presenting these lyrics is
not to shock you but to inform you. See
Sylvia Flynn's review of The 2 Live
Crew 00 page 14.
My mama and your mama was talkin'
a IinIe shit,
My mama called your mama a poor
diamood ass bitch,
Iknow your sister and the bitch ain't
shit,
She laid me and all the boys and even
sucked our dicks.
Jack and Jill went up the hill to have a
liule fun,
Jack got mad, kicked Jill in the ass
'cause she couldn't make him come.
Mama Bear asked Papa Bear could he
cat her porridge
Papa Bear said. ..
Shit bitch, you must think Im sick,
just get down here on your knees and
suck my bad ass dick.
Abraham Lincoln was a good old man,
He hopped out the window with his
dick iIihis hand.
Excuse me lady, I'm just doing my
duty.
So pull down your pants and give me
some booty.
There's an old lady who lives in a shoe
got a house full of kids. don't know
what to do.
sucked and f--d aIlthe niggen around.
when it's time to pay rent, ain't none to
be foond,
•• Dirty Nursery RhymD
The 2 Live Crew
'--'':~--~.--:=.~..::.,.-------_. ---- ..-.- -
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by La~ Purviance
The University News
University professors
have a tense ti~htrope to walk
between the grueling demands
of both teaching and research.
Rare is the academician who
excels at both, and rarer still is
the prof who can retain that
edge for years.
Political science pro-
fessorGregRaymond does, and
for that reason he is The Uni-
versity News ','Hot Prof' of the
week.
Raymond said the
energy and commitment he has
maintained over decades of
teaching and research stems
from a deep love for his spe-
cialty subject, in his case that is
international relations.
"It's really simple,"
said Raymond. "When you love
the subject matter, you wiII be
a good teacher and a good re-
searcher. Ifyou love the subject,
each wiII enhance the other. I
don't think I'd be asgood a
teacher without researching."
"It helps me to be a
more precise thinker."
Widely-known as an
'This weeK.
tlJr. greg 1{aymont{
"K I had to pin down
my favorite class, it would be
PO-23 I." said Raymond.
"When you go out of the class,
and you know you were really
"on," you feel really good. I
think there is an important role
for professors, to teach lower
rlivision classes. Too many pro-
fessors only want to teach grad
students."
Political science ma-
jors credited Raymond's teach-
ing style as a key to making
Advanced Political Science
Research methods into a rela-
tively-painless proposition.
. "That is the mostdiffi-
cult class to teach," he said. "It
is hard to make the material
(multi-variate statistical analy-
sis) come alive. It requires a lot
of work."
Raymond said his next
book explores a common emo-
tion and its impact on political
violence.
"It's about retaliation
in international politics," he said.
"Basically, all humans have had
the emotion to want to get re-
venge. The book wiII explore
the consequences of a system
that allows states to retaliate:'
Interlocution IDr. Willis
cont. from page 5
headofSNCC,definedtheseverb~ both the verbal stuntman and his
arts in Die Nigger T)iel, where he poetry.
said his education caree from talk-
ing in thestreets, not from "reading
about Pick and Jane." Brown said
the ability to rap, "to throw them
words together, was the bottom line
of oral literacy. Signifying was a
way of expressing your feelings,
for example, but rapping was a
means to "get a dude so mad that
he'd cry or get madenough to fight"
Somebody messed with him, Brown
might respond:
as it has come to mean groovy and
stYlish, maybe offbeat, kind of "get
down." Know what I mean? Be-
sides, John Hurt sings funky and he
looks straight as a State Farm sales-
man.
Theimpon hereof''Funky
Butt" is in the question about how
something (the word "funky") can
be both noxious and hip at the same
time, for it's the same question that
has surfaced in the current tempest
over hip hop. Why is.-the "rap" of2 "Man, you must don't
LiveCrewanatherilatosomepeople know who I am.
(whites and African-Americans) "I'm sweet peeter jeeter
and jubilation to others? To get an the womb beater
answer we 'must think about how "The baby maker the
rap music sits atop a history as cradle shaker
cl~lydetectableas that of "Funky "The deerslayer, the
Butt" Hip hop has its roots. Not . buckbinder, the women fmder
, unlike Christianity, with its features "Known from the Gold
rooted in a history of mythologies, Coast to the shores of Maine
rap traces its roots through the my- "Rap is my name and love
thologiesofAfrican-Americanoral is my game." '
arts like signifying, rhyming, play-
ing the dozens and hokum blues. It was the exquisite use of African-
H. Rap Brown, onetime .American language that powered
Such street talk obviously
contained ahighquctientoft'nasty,'
even more so on "Nasty As They
Wanna Be." But it could be no
other way; as David Toop says in
The Rap Attack, "For a very long
timeBlackEnglish was looked upon
as low-life, dirty, despicable, irrel-
evant language:' That's if you
learned to read with Dictc and Jane;
people who use Black English were
proud of their language.
That being the case, how
did us white people ever fmd out
thatthesongsof African-Americans
hll.dnasty in them? Blame is on the
appeal of rhythm and blues to white
kids.
Before the 19508 African-
Americans popular music was hid-
den from mainstream culture on
"race"records, played only on small,
urban radio stations. While "pop"
music, pure and "antiseptic," was
crooned by white stars like Patti
Page and Eddie FISher. R& B, on
the contrary, was earthy and sen·
sual Funky. When R & B began to
Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor:
In the first issue it was
stated in " This Phoenix: Earth",
thatBSU will "implementacam-
pus-wide recycling program" and
"reduce the use of polystyrene
foam containers on campus and
recycle those polystyrene prod-
ucts that continue to be used."
For as much hullabaloo as envi-
ronmentalists have created over
the use of styrofoam products in
the fast food industry, the Union
Street Cafe in the SUB
perserveres in using styrofoam
cups and products in their busi-
ness. The Union Street Cafe must
desist from the use of styrofoam,
ratherthanconveying food in such
an irresponsible manner.
This is hardly justifi-
able, with paper and reusable
products being as inexpensive as
.,u~.·r .,
\~~~""
,'ar to r. <..:sr tno ""~
~ . ~
~ ii55!E.~ p,~'O,,-r;,a~'~~nergetic, tireless and~n,tenain-
~
., I I 'J":: ~ ".. mg lecturer, Raymond IS also an
. exceptionally renowned author-
"rq,i fil~" ity on international relations.
/'tfYI!J'1\r;,: \ "I think.it is true thatI'm a
r nt\ \"\ physical teacher," laughed
Raymond. "I think it gets my
adrenal in going."
Heiscurrentlyin the plan-
ning stages of his seventh book, has
had more than 35 articles published
in professional journaIs and sub-
mitted papers tOmore than 60 con-
ferences around the world.
Raymond's endevours
have not gone unnoticed by his fel-
low faculty, nor students at BSU.
He has been selected as the "Teacher
of the Year" three times, and won
the DistinguishedFaculty Award in
1989.
Raymond travels fre-
quently to Europe and South
America, both to do research and
deliver papers. .
When asked what his spe-
cialty area of research within inter-
national relations, he said it was
"the causes of war and the causes of
political violence."
"I am interested in the
causes of violence in the "interna-
tional sphere, and what can bedone
to prevent it," said Raymond. "I've
done a lot in conflict resolution:'
Mostnon-politicalscience
majors interviewed for this article
said that Raymond' s lower-division
international relations class was one
of the best, if not the best, classes
they've had at BSU.
,~
styrofoam. The absurdity is that
a great majority ofBSU students
are entirely apathetic to the dam-
ages of such asinine misconduct.
It is aggravating to see such
primitive behavior on this other-
wise progressive campus.
There is such a vast
cornucopia of alternatives to each
individual's use of styrofoam
products. Besides using the pa-
per,a1uminumandglassgal1ipots
provided, onecouldjustas easily
tote around their own refillable
containers.
Students at BSU have
strong convictions that may soon
carry them away from Marriot's
blatant destruction of the envi-
ronment and into the arms of
their competition.
Tamara Spencer
of the Alps
We would like to correct
the misspelled words,
separate and hypocrisy, in
Dr. Sallie's editorial.
Silence
supports
the
status
quo
seep intoaconservativeEisenhower
era byway of white teens who went
seeking the records of Fats Domino
and Joe Turner, nasty began to im-
pact on cultural devices that man-
aged the air waves. Rock and Roll
was here to stay. •
However, as SOOIt' as
rhythm and blues, then rock,
grabbed a broad audience of white
teenagers,the movers and shakers
of pop music began to co-opt Afri-
can-American music, then profit
from it. Take the experience of
"Tutti-Frotti" for example. Little
Richard quit washing dishes in a
Macon bus station after he hit with
''Tutti-Froitti''; immediately he had
to clean up the lyrics for a white
audience, so the notorious "Awop-
Bop-a-Loo-Mop-a-GoodGoddam"
became the famous" Awep-Bop-a-:
Loo- Mop-Alop- Bam -Boom. "
Then, Pat Boone did a bloodless
coverasditwentgoldbecausewblte
stations refused to play Little
Richanl's"Tutti-Frotti." Themorsl;
no nasty for mainstream culture,
though the kids screamed for it
So 2 Live Crew won't
clean it up, now they have found
you can be as nasty as you wanna be
and still make money. Here's the
irony. Luke Skywalker screams
"I've got mappetite for sex" on the
song~'MeSoHQmY"8ndhcrefuses
to ~ the sentiment in' the sly
The University
News
wants to near from
you!
Express your
opinion
Write
a
letter
to
the
Editor
You can mail the letters di-
rectly to The University News
at 1910 University Drive,
Boise, !D, 83725, or hand de-
liver it to our office at
1603 Ifl University, Drive.
double entendre that Frank Sinatra
would have used. I think this means
that the "Black English" which was
once "low-life, dirty, despicable"
has become commercial and ac-
ceptable. This is not to say that
judges in states where racism and
provincialism are cultural ingredi-
ents won't still prosecute song lyr-
ics.
One conclusion I see, then,
is that racial and evangelical myo-
pia create a misguided focus: on
nasty. On "dirty" words. This
myopia prevents any upscale, re-
flective criticism of real shoncom-
ings in the Crew's raps. We need
meaningfulanalysesofMr.Mixx's
and Fresh Kid Ice's attitudes toward
women. How did we get all the way
from "Funky Butts" to "bitches"?
Perhaps there is something in
mainstream American society that
helps explain that the junior-high-
school-Iocker-room-silly syndrome
that insinuates ihese songs. Butthese
matters require more critical acumen
than a genius for picking out the
"dicks" and "pussies" on a phono-
graph record.
Rap music remains nox-
ious to some. But rap may also be a
means for saying, "Our music is our
own." Or, "Man, you must don't
know who I am,"
,. - ... ," .....
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BSU Beyond· Boise
,J
Gonzales had a bloody good time studying with Brits
fered, but at a substantially more
reasonable cost. So, I decided to go
with Boise State, and it is possibly
the best educational choice I have
ever. made.
When choosing a foreign study
program, several aspects must be
taken into consideration. Some of
these include housing, quality of
education; formal and informal
group activities, and cost, just to
name a few. Boise State's London
Program excelled in. every one of
these areas.
In the BSU program, two stu-
dents are assigned to one homestay
family. Our homestay was won-
derful. We lived with a family
which had been hosting students
from America for 11years and they
couldn't have made us more at home
in London. The Scott family is
comprised of Alan and Elena, the
parents, Christina, 16, and Anna,
12. While in London, we shared
their 15D-year-old Victorian home.
Itwas beautifully situated on a huge
lot with a meticulously manicured
English garden. The Scotts, as is
the case with all of the homestays,
allowed us to come and go as we
pleased, as long as we were consid-
erate. For instance, if we were
going to be late for dinner, a simple
phone call was all they expected
from us.
The living arrangement was very
casual, yet we got a good idea of
how typical Londoners lived and
viewed local and world politics.
Their warmth and openness made
living in London a pleasure.
.Also, the on-Site, London
homestay co-ordinator was ex-
tremely knowledgeable on every-
thing from getting a haircut in
London to traveling to Paris for the
weekend. She was a wealth of
information.
Another positive factor of the
BSU London Program was the high
academic quality. The teaching staff
consisted of three British profes-
sors and one American professor
affiliated with Boise State. The
classes were mostly liberal arts
classes ranging from American!
British Politics to Tudor England to
The Musical in London. It was a
well-rounded, broad-based educa-
tion curriculum taught by intelligent,
informed professionals.
The group activites, both infor-
mal and formal, created the most
lasting memories from London. In
conjunction with the program, a
once-a-week group excursion was
planned. These mini-tours took us
to places such as Stonehenge,
Strafford-upon-Avon
(Shakespeare's birthplace), count-
less castles, and the White Cliffs of
Dover. These formal excursions'
were Jed byprofession8J rourguides,
who were experts on each destina-
tion.
The informal get-togethers also
made the experience memorable.
Soon after classes began, people
within the group invited one an-
other to go on a "pub crawl" with
them or go to a play ormusicaI. The
relatively small groupof21 quickly
became close and lasting friend-
ships were created.
All of these factors add up to
make the Boise State London Pro-
gram a huge success. Anyone who
is interested in this type of experi-
ence should definitely explore
BSU's Study Abroad Program and
get ready for an unforgetable expe-
rience.
For more information on NSE,
contact Mindy Funkhouser or Rob-
ert Meyer at the Student Union IIor
calI385-1223. ContactJohnBieter
at 385-3652 if you would like more
information on the Studies Abroad
Program.
By Mark Gonzales
For The University News
The London Studies Abroad
Program offered by Boise State
University is an exceptional growth
opportunity and a tremendous
learning experience. Any student
who is interested in foreign study
should certainly consider BSU to
meet those needs. As a past partici-
pant in theLondonProgram,1 would
highly recommend this program.
My name is Mark Gonzales, and
in the spRij,g of 1990, a friend and I
traveled to Europe to take part in the
London Program offered by BSU.
Before I describe the program,
however, let me begin by recount-
ing the process which I undertook
to decide on the Boise State Pro-
gram.
Knowing' various friends who
had gone to school in another
country, England in particular, I
knew of several out-of-state pro-
grams, but didn't reaII~think about
Boise State even though.Llive in
Boise. These programs from other
state and private schools seemed
adequate, but were extremely ex-
pensive. At that point, a relative
suggested that I try an in-state
school. That is when I received
information about the BSU pro-
gram.
BSU offered everything and
more than the oiber programs of-
Mark Gonzales and Mike Dingle take a break in front
Westminister Cathedral inLondon. .
EMORANDUM
BOISE STATEUNIVERSrrY
PoliticalSdence~tion WlSh~To
Announce:
New Advisor: Dr. Gary Moncrief
New Officers: Cary Driskell- president
Margaret Armstrong-vice president
Beth Perkins-secretary
Sharon Swanson-treasurer
First Organizational Meeting Wednesday September 19 at
4:30p.m. at the Union Street Cafe in the SUB ...
Greg Gallenl
Consumer Economics and Housing
Cornell University
"The first time Isaw a Macintosh, Iwas immediately
hooked. It's a work of art. I saw the student pricing and my
, next move was obvious: get one.
MAC~
FEST '90ATTENTION ALL CLUB OFFICERS
$ FINANCIAL WORKSHOP $
GOT CLUB MONEY AND DON1 KNOW HOW TO SPEND
171 TTHENDON'T MISS THEFINANCIAL WORKSHOP:
.FIRSTSESSION MONDAY, SEPT. 24 INI THEVO- TECH
BUILDING, ROOM 115. SECOND SESSlQN--rUESDAY,
SEPT. 25 IN THEBUSINESSBUILDING, ROOM 102·B.
TOPICS COVERED INCLUDE:
••MATCIDNG FUNDS
.·TRAVEL
••DEPOSITS
••CLUB BENEFITS
September 19, 1990
Special Events Center
10:ooAM - 3:00PM
Everything you ever wanted to know
about Macintosh at Student Discount
savings!!!!!
..... - ......----.,.--
For more infonnation call Stan Smith
344·5545
ComputerLand
.,' • :' -; •••• <'•• e •••••• )'r I:C('\ ,~~/.:0 ..: .0.:0.'· :"':'.:":0' .11 \'.\~~:
••Why do people love Macintosh"?
Ask them.ALL OFFICERS ARE WELCOMEl
If you have any qucstions call Kelly or Susan at
3R5- I 555
. - '--.' --." -',,~'.'-.,-', ',' -
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Physically challenged
take on Hell's Canyon
By Jeff Enrico
The University News
black bear and deer. In the slower
moving parts of the river and the
enormous eddies steelhead salmon
and bass are caught.
I had the chance to run this
river last weekend with the Alter-
native Mobility Adventure Seekers
(AMAS).
It takes a great deal of
courage and skill to run the rapids in
this gourge, and the members of
AMAS took on Wild Sheep which
was the first set of rapids like old
pro's.
By the time Granite Creek
rapids confronted them they were
ready and anxious for bigger water
and Granite Creek gave it to them.
When stopped for a nature
hike and to dry out after the rapids.
I talked to one of the AMAS par-
ticipants Kathy Hadden who said,
"It was better this year than last
year!"
The guide, Steve Zanelli,
has been running this river for the
last 21 years and this was his second
year with the AMAS program. He
was more comfortable with the
members because he knew just how
capable they were.
The AMAS program has a
variey of outdoor activities
throughout the year and I encour-
age anyone with a handicap who is
looking for the adventure only the
outdoors can offer to get in touch
with them located here on campus.
Hell's Canyon is
the deepest low relief canyon in the
world, as well as being the deepest
gorge in North America.
The Snake River winds its
way through this canyon with tre-
mendous force, making this one of
the most challenging stretches of
river to run in Idaho.
The stretch of the river
starts directly below the Hell's
Canyon dam to Pittsburg landing
35 miles below.
Along the river a variety
of wildlife can be spotted, including
These rafters take a break in the equipment boat during an easy stretch in Hell's
Canyon Jelf Enrico/The University News
PICK UP THE PHONE ...
and earn extra money this fall by calling
BSU alumni nationwide a couple of nights
a week as a member of the Phonathon '90
telemarketing team. If you are currently
enrolled and have good communication
skills we want you!!!
BILL WAS5MOTt-I
EXE\:DTIUE 1)ffiECTQ~
NOmNUEST ~aA1..111ON AGAINST
MA1.JaOOS (-tA~ASSMENT
LAAAY fORUJAN'E. Et:>ITOR I
THE UNIVERSITY 1'E\YJS
ERIC: WOE. ASSSO PRESmEJ"IT
UPDATE NORTHWEST SUPREMIST ACTIVITV #.ID
STUDENTS INVOL VMENT AGAINST
MALICIOUS HAAASSMENT
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 21
HEMINGWAY CENTER, BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
4:00 P.M.
QUESTION #.10 #.ISWER SESSION TO FOLLOW
C:O-SPON.sa~D 1?JY
THE ASSOS~lATED STUDENTS
OF 801SESTATE ONlUERSITY..
s
.THE UNlVERSrry l'E\YJS
•
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Career plann.ing prevents after school unemployment
l3y Matt Fritsch
The University News
Finding a job today can be a
tough and discouraging process
even with a college degree. BSU
can get an edge on other job appli-
cants by making a tripto the BSU
Career Planning and Placement
Center. .
Located in the Administration
Building and run by Dick Rapp and
Deanna Ortiz, students discover a
variety of resources and services
. designed to help them make deci- explore personal interests, values,
sions concerning life after gradua- aptitudes and how they relate to
tion. career opportunities.
Ortiz, in her flrst year at BSU, is Rapp, who has been with BSU
a full time career counselor. Her' fQr 20 years explains misconcep-
main job is to assist students in ' tions students in the past have had
deciding a major. She will hold about the purpose of the center.
career choice workshops and is "Most students think all we do is set
available to speak to classes and up on campus interviews. These
clubs on campus. students miss out on the other ser-
In addition students can gain vices we provide:'
guidancebyaccessingtheSIGIPlus Amongst those other services
computer program located in the are job interview training and re-
office. The program allows users to sume writiJlg. Practice job inter-
views are videotaped for critiquing Peace Corps is obtainable. Besides
afterwards. Rapp also critiques private sector jobs, the center has
resumes brought in by students. listings of public jobs ranging from
Over 1000 job listings are sent state and federal jobs.
to the center each year. The place- In the months ahead the place-
ment center publishes The greater mentcenterwill be undergoing some
Boise Directory. It lists over 500 changes to help with the growing
Treasure Valley businesses by size demand of services.
of the business, jobs available and "We are planning on moving to
contacts tocalI. Copies are available ... the Visitors Center between the fall
in the office and library and is avail- and spring semesters this year, after
able for purchase. it moves into the Student Union
Special information concerning Building," said Rapp.
the Foreign Services Exam and the
English senior seminar raises credits, student ire
. ljUUl\u lUKe.· ,;
)By Loren Peuy
The University News
Many students in the English
department'sSeniorSeminarcourse
this semester received art unex-
pected surprise. The course had
been changed from a two hour, two
credit class to a three hour, three
credit class. Since the change was
not in the fall 1990 course schedule
many students were caught un-
aware.
Some of the seminar students
said the change had created prob-
lems "in terms of scheduling:' One
student said his .total load had
changed from 18 hours to 19 hours
and he would have to pay additional
feesfortheextracredit. One student
said, "The speed with which the
change was affected was strange."
Another seminar student said, "No-
tification would've been appreci-
ated" .
According to Dr. Glenn
Selander, who is instructing the
course, the change in credit status
went through a two year process
before approval. The aJ?Proval was
given in nme to appear m the 1990-
1991 BSU Catalog. However, the
change did not appear in the fall
1990 course schedule.
Dr. Selander said the course had
been two credit hours since its in-
ception in the 196Os. He said de-
partrnentaIexpansion since that tim~
has enlarged the faculty from 14:
peopletoacurrent6Opeople. Along
with that increase in faculty has
been a tremendous increase in cur-
riculum. Dr. Selander said he felt
the increase in literature courses
offered had resulted in a much.
broader seminar course and the
change in credit status was, ... more
realistic in terms of curriculum."
English department Chairperson
Dr. Carol Martin said the change
was affected so that students would
receive the proper credit for the
amount of work required in the
course. She said this seminar would
not require any more 'York than past
seminars. She also said the seminar
was, " ...changed to three credithours
after careful review of seminars in
other programs, particularly Com-
munication, with whom we share a
combined major."
Despite some dissatisfaction in
regards to timely notification o~the
change incourse status, the seminar
students I talked to were very
positive about the extra credit hour.
One student said, "Traditionally this
has been a two credit course but
(students) do three credits work."
Another student who expressed her
pleasure about the extra credit said,
"It would've been nice to have
warning, but I don't care."
8-206 BUSINESSBUILDING
IBMand HP3000Mainframe
7:00 am. to 10:00 p.m,
7:00 a.m. to 6:00 prn,
9:00 am. to 5:00 prn.
1:00prn, to 9:00 prn,
8-208 (385-1201) BUSINESSBUILDING
8-210 OPENWHENCLASSESARENOT IN SESSION
IBM PC's
Wordstar. Lotus. and LOserPrinter
7:00 c.m, to 10:00 p.m. .,~{
'. 7:30 ern. to 5:00 p.m.
\ 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
&417 (385-1n6) EDUCATION BUILDING
IBM PC·s.Macintosh and Mainframes
DOS. Wrfllng Asslstant. Word Perfect. and Misc. Apple SOrtware
7:30 a.m. to Midnight
7:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.rn,
1:00p.rn, to 10:30p.m.
SN-149 SCIENCE/NURSINGBUILDING
AT&T PC's
DOS.Writing Assistant. WordPerfect
8:30a.m.-11:3O a.m .. 12:40p.m,-5:OOp.m .. 6:00 p,m.-l0:oo p.m.
CLOSED .
8:30 am,-11:3O a, m .. 1:00p,m,-4:oo p.m .. 6:00p.m,-10:00 p.rn,
6:p.m.-l0:00 p.m.
8:30 a.m,-11:30 am .. 12:40p,m.-5:oo p.rn.
9:00 am. to 5:00 p.m.
1:00prn. to 9:00 prn.
E-419 EDUCATION BUILDING
IBM PC's.Macintosh. Apple lie
7:30 a.m,-9:3O ern .. -10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.rn .. 4:00 p.m.-Mldnlte
7:30 a.m.-9: 15crn., 12:00 a.m.-1:3O p.rn., 3:00p.m,-MIci1lte
7:30 a,m.-9:3O a.m .. 10:30 a.m.-12:3O prn .. 4:00 pm.-Mldnlte
7:30 a,m.-9:15 am .. 12:00 a,m.-1:3O p.rn.. 3:00 p.m.-MIci1lte
7:30 am.-9:3O a.m .. 10:30 am.-5:oo p.rn,
9:00 am.-5:00 prn.
1:00p.m,-10:3O p.m.
C-l14 COMMUNICATIONS BUILDING
Telex Mainframe terminals
10:30am.-12:oo noon. 1:30pm,-9:00 p.m.
10:30am.-12:oo noon
lA-202 UBERALARTSBUILDING
IBM PC's
OPENS: TUESDAY.SEPT.4. 1990
10:40am,-11:3O a.m .. 1:30p.m,-10:oo prn.
3:00 p.m.-7:oo p.m, 00
10:4Oa.m.-11:3Oam .. 1:3Op,m.-l0: prn,
3:00 p.m.-7:oo prn.
10:40a.m.-11:3O a.m .. 1:30p.m.-4:30 p.m.
10:00p,m.-4:oo p.m.
CLOSED ,
TB-212 COLLEGEOFTECHNOLOGY BUILDING
T8-239
MONDAY THRUTHURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY
MONDAY 'tH~U 'tHURSDAY
FRIDAy,r
SATURDAY& SUNDAY
MONDAY THRUTHURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY
. MON.
TUES,
WED.
THURS.
FRI.
SAT.
SUN,
MON.
TUES.
WED.
THURS.
FRI.
SAT.
SUN.
TUESDAY
THURSDAY
MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY
MONDAYTHRU FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY
5:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m.-5:oo p.m.
Noon-10:oo prn.
T-221 TECHNICALBUILDING
11:40a,m.-12:3O prn .. 3:15 p.m.-5: 15p.m.
V-203 VOCATIONAL BUILDING
UNPLANNED
PREGNANCY?
Idaho Youth Ranch
ADOPTION
SERVICES
Free Counseling
Choice of Adoptive Parents
, 342-6805
1416 W. Franklin Street, Boise
II...... conIIdenIIIl
MONDAYTHRU FRIDAY
MONDAYTHRU FRIDAY2:30 p.m.-6:oo p.rn,
CANYON COUNTY
Noon-1:00 p.m. MONDAVTHRU FRIDAY
...
The New Kids On The Block
by
CliffHall
The
University
News
For months now. BSU dropouts
Rosemary Hardin and Rick Overton.
two attractive and clever entrepre-
neurs. have had a dream. A dream
that someday Boise will have an
informative paper that reflects the
city'sarts, entertainment and culture
justasothercomparable.sized burgs
have. A paper worthy of the Cityof
Trees.
Now. after tons of hard work and
a strong sense that it must materi-
alize. their vision is becoming a
reality. The reality is called Zymo.
and "is the very last word in enter-
tainment and culture."
It's also (in some dictionaries)
the very last word.
"We got the idea from a big
book-a good, big book!" Hardin
laughs.
An entertainment magazine could
find a home here; Boise is an open
market. Papers such as the now-
defunct Avenues have tried to fill
the void of an entertaining enter-
tainment weekly but. for one reason
or another. they have failed and
disappeared. And the list is exten-
sive.
Their failures haven't been for
the lack of an actual readership
though. Overton is adamant re-
garding Zymo.'s worth. "Boise's
always been. like. this really well-
't"/ '-t\.t~_ .~
.» ~"~":""''' ~.
;.
by
Mike Corbett
The
University
News
If you like to float through life
without a care. watching the hours
drift by like a slow moving stream.
then I've got just the thing for you.
It's .the Boise River and it's just a
stone's throwaway from wherever
you are on campus. The semester
workload may have you stressing
out, butreliefis justa two hour float
away-from Barber Park to Ann
Morrison Park. All you need is a
raftorinriertube,acoupleoffriends
and a sense of adventure to turn the
Boise.River into your personal "de-
liverance" from those end-of-sum-
mer blues.
kept secret. But unfortunately
what's happening. what things are
going on in this town. they're a
secret even from the folks who
should know!"
For Overton and Hardin. a social
sciences major andcommunication/
English major respectively. selling
the idea of an entertainment/arts
magazine to Boise has not been that
difficult-many have agreed that
it's about time. The difficulties lie
in their dedication to making it the
.best paper it can be.
Hardin waseditor-in-chief of The
University News 1989-1990andwas
bitten with the publishing bug. "One
thing'sforsure: Weare going to do
itright ifwe're going to do it atalll"
Besides the usual restaurant.
movie. concert. theatre and art re-
views. Zymo. will also include a
series of regular articles found in no
other Boise publication. One week
the topic of women's issues might
be highlighted. the next week
spirituality or architecture. "We 've
got something for just about every-
body in Boise." Hardin says with a
smile.
The first issue will have an article
about the NEA and how its money
is being or not being used in Boise.
Hardin states. "It's an issue we are
fairlyclosetoandfeelprelfystrongly
about." (:.;
Zymo. will have colorful com-
mentaries. news on participatory
sports. local cartoons and something
no other magazine is doing: a beer
column! "This has been an idea of
mine for some time." Overton as-
serts. "There are lots and lots of
The BoiseRiver has all the thrills
of a big river float trip on a small
friendly scale. Even whitewater
"scaredy-cats" will get a kick out of
rushing over the four small drops
scattered along the river's pictur-
esque route. On weekends you'll
find the trees filled with teenaged
Tarzans swinging out over the wa-
ter and dropping with a splash-
like Mountain Dew commercials
come to life. Pullover to the shore
and give it a try.; It's a rush that's
hard to beat, Though frowned upon
by the powers that be, some thrill
seekers drop fom the Friendship
and Ann Morrison bridges in an
effort to splash unsuspecting float-
ers and win beers. Keep an eye
turned skyward andacoldone handy
when passing these points. 'Mostly
though the river is calm and smooth.
allowing you to relax and soak up
the rays as your troubles float off
behind you. .
Rosemary Hardin and Rick Overton do business over coffee and danish in their
temporary office: Jim's old-fashioned, atmospheric diner. Photo by [arrod Ball .
home brewers. beer connoisseurs
and people who have an interest in
good beer but nowhere to tum for
information." Now they can turn to
Zymo.· s beer taster) column.
"We're thinking of calling it
·Head· ". Overton chuckles. They
will be running poetry and original
literature as well-after they have
become established.
Nature loverswillenjoy the wide
variety offlora and fauna that in-
habit the river's shores and waters.
Keep an observant eye on the pass-
ing shoreline and you're liable to
see more wildlife than you can shake
a boat paddle at On my last float I
saw two Bald Eagles. a Kingfisher,
a Great Blue Heron. several species
of ducks and even a mink. A beau-
tiful butterfly. looking like an au-
tumn leaf in flight. stopped for a rest
on my paddle; a close look at the
shore turned up a garter snake sun-
bathing in the grass. .
Take along a skin-diving mask
and hang your head over the side of
the boat as you float over the rocky
bottom. You'll open up a whole
new world of fish and aquatic life.
You may even fmd those Vuarnets
I lost last year ...
A float down the Boise River is
a great way to gain an appreciation
for the natural beauty that we are
"We want the people to know
we're going to do what we can to
get them published-within the
confines of the space we have:'
"We also want to bridge the gap
between the BSU community and
the Boise community," Hardin said.
"because it's like. there's the
Statesman which never reports on-
or rarely reports on BSU-and then
blessed with here in Boise. As you
float slowly towards town you'lI
pass the ancient geology of Table
Rock and slip silently under a roof
of Cottonwood trees. Alittlesidetrip
into one of the small coves along
the riveris bound to turn up colorful
wildflowers in all their splendor.
maybe even a deer or two.
During the triple-digit days of
August I hit the river to find cool.
wet relief. My partner and I drifted
along watching the shoreline whis-
per past. contemplating the
Rorschach possibilities of the huge
billowy clouds that hung suspended
above us. We sipped cold drinks
from our cooler and lazily trailed
our toes in the water. The breeze
danced up and down river, sliding
over our damp bodies.
Huck Finn had nothing on us.
The forgiving river allowed us
. mistakesthataIargerriverwouldn't
have stood for. At one point we ran
there's The University News which.
because ofits very nature. needs to .
focus on BSU. And we want to ·pti\'·
bring these two communities to- "
gether,"
It's freer It's about Boise. And \
you'lI be able to get it on campus.
Zymo. hits the stands Sept, 20. Give
it a look-see and find out what's
happening in town. It's abourtimel
All Stressed Out And Nowhere To Go
Relief Is Just .A 'TwoHour Boise River Float Away
our raft up on a rock forcing an
unexpected swim on my part. I
swam after the raft while my part-
ner paddled frantically for shore.
Both of us were soaked andourraft
looked more like a wading pool
than a boat, but never once were we
really in danger. The river even
rewarded us later by floating an
unopened can of ice cold beer right
up to our raft! At the end of our trip
we feltrelaxed, refreshed and ready
to face the world ..
If you choose to take the plunge
and float the Boise River there are
several companies that can help you
out Just look in the Yellow Pages
under "Rafts" or check .with the
Outdoor Rental Center here on
campus: Save some money and
borrow a raft or tube from a friend.
Iftheyrefuse,justinvite them along.
Believe me, it's an invitation worth
accepting.'
z:t:ma==:c==
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time; it was a good choice 10 fllm
there.
Director Vii Edel maximizes his
use of the locations shooting them
in fog, smoke and rain and' then
lights them with much attention 10 .
the "reality" of each scene. Last Exit
to Brooklyn has moments of such
tangible intensity that you want 10
leave and yet, because of the tight
direction, you force yourselfto stay.
The outstanding details of the
period-from a squalidcoffee-shopl
diner 10 an empty lot littered with
old automobiles and boards-are
mesmerizing. When Tralala and
one of her multitude of beaus goes
window shopping it's a treat to see
the kitsehiness of the time reflected
in the display.
Mark Knopfler's score is remi-
niscent of the comprehensive or-
chestral soundtracks of the '50s-
moving passages with memorable
sportions that stay with you past the
credits, To the composer's credit,
Last Exit to Brooklyn didn't sound
to me at all like the Knopfler music
IrememberfromCalorLocalHero.
It sounded like it belonged in the
hellish world of the picture.
Something is very shocking
about this film: Last Exit to Brook-
lyn is much more violent and more
sexually explicit than a 10lof films
released this year and especially
more so than the two films (Tie Me
Up! Tie Me Downl, The Cook. The
Thief. His Wife and Her Laver) re-
leased without a rating and deemed
obscene by the Motion Picture Rat-
ings Board.
The film is rated R. How Last
Exit to Brooklyn got this rating, one
so much more accessible than the
other, much better films received, is
a real mystery.
zombies (such as in
Fast Times at
Ridgemont High),
apparently comatose
(in the Show time
version of Picnic )or
dazed beyond repair
(like she was in Mi-
amiBlues). LastExit
to Brooklyn gives
her a chance 10 shine
beyond what we've
come 10 expect
Tralala, a feral
(but world-wise)
child of the streets,
comes on like
.gangbusters; there is
something inher-
ently seedy and de-
generate about her;
every look and word
seems to emphasize
her miscreancy.
When a young ser-
viceman (from
Idaho!) falls for her,
she plays the part 10
the hilt and, need-
less to say, uses him
like an old towel. Her final scene
rivals any other actress of her gen-
eration for straight, baIls-to-the-waIl
integrity.
Last Exit to Brooklyn was shot
entirely on location in Brooklyn
and Munich, Germany where urban
ing (by a cast of relative unknowns)
is what keeps the story glued 10-
gether; acting-wise, there isn't one
moment in the film thatdoesn'tring
true.
Jennifer Jason Leigh, asTralala,
the slut with a heart of lead, proves
Itdoesn't answer any oflife's most
harrowing questions; itdoesn 'thave
anything specific 10 say about the
"whys" of American life. Last Exit
to Brooklyn merely scoops itout of
the sewer and smears it libentlly
across the screen.
Film Review
by
Cliff Hall
The
University
News "The Last Exit to Brooklyn doesn't have anything specific to say
about the 'whys' of American life. It merely scoops it out of the
sewer and smears it liberally across the screen. "The surprise, feel-good hit of the
summer it ain't.
Last Exit to Brooklyn is base,
tawdry, depressing aShell and filled
with scene after scene of violence,
pain and sex. It's a powerhouse
film with no discemable message.
The characters who populate the with this performance that perhaps developmenthasn 'terased so much
film, the unemployed, the strikers, the lights are on and somebody is of the authentic-looking environs
the sluts and drunks of this Red home. In the past, with her vacant of the '50s. Factories in Munich
HooksectionofBrooklynareplayed stare and mumbling manner, look so much more like factories
extremely well. The ensemble act- Leigh's characters have either been might have in New York City atthe
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ruckus around the country .. In my
low tolerance of rap music, I was
certain that no facet of this album
could possibly win my respect.
The lyrics, cuts and samples are
entirely sexist, degrading, explicit
and outright offensive. It is quite
nearly justifiable that they were
declared obscene in Florida.
From the start, "The F•.k Shop"
isapla~aristsdream,chocker-block
full of illegitimate samples of vari-
ous guitar riffs and lyrics. It is the
taIeofprostitutes anda whorehouse,
along with a few funky scratches
and a basic rap beat.
The next tune, "If You Believe
In Having Sex" is a cheerful sing
along, rather creative in its lack of
creativity. Here I discovered a
cleaver tendencyofTheCrew,when
stumped for lyrics... just cut some
from another's song.
Icontinued to trudge through the
album with a scowl on my face.
seriously offended by The Crew's
blatant attack on women and their
callous attitude towards sex.
"Dirty Nursery Rhymes," is a
compelling revision of age-old
childrens' rhymes, nowexceedingly
conducive to perpetuating the hu-
man race. In the rap, The 2 Live
Crew remodel the old woman who
ation hurt the heads (no sexual puns lived in the shoe with an erotic, yet
Music Review intended) on the tape deck? Would disturbing twist "there was an old
by it push meintoa lifestyleofnoctur- woman who lived in a shoe/got a
Sylvia Flynn. nal voyeurism? (And how did I house full of kids, don't know what
ever get myself into the position of to do/sucked and f'I'*ked all the
The reviewing The 2 Live Crew album niggersaround/when the time came
University in the first place?) forrent/there werenoneto be found"
News From the media, I had precon- Itwas at this point in the tape that
ceived notions about The 2 Live it struck me I had entirely mis-
Initially, I was fearful and hesi- Crew's latest effort, As Nasty As judged The 2 Live Crew. Could it
tantaboutthe cassette Iwas inserting They Wanna Be. Apparently they be that this bunch of hoons might
in my stereo. Would this centro- were a crude group of ex-gang actually be expressing, through their
versial and presum-!!?!yk~_C!~.:.... !D~~~~.,..h~~.£a~~_~usic, a genuine look at life in th~
.;' :.-...,:..........:' .•....:~~,.
".~:':~-; .' .,-: ..;-:...::.': ..
Nasty As They Wanna Be:
Social Truth or Obscenity?
BSUStudent PrograIns Board Fine Arts presents
{Ilie
•mtet
iMei' city ghettos and offering an
insight into society in general? The
plight of the old woman in the shoe
is a predicament many women are
fm,din~themselves in today. How
can this be dismissed as obscene?
The lyrics are abusive in nature,
they dodegrade women, mock rape
and arecallous towardcasual sexual
relations absolutely devoid of reo
spect. Their dialogues are a color-
ful jumble of profane statements.
But take a walk through any office
building, any school, ride any bus
in this country and draw the in-
evitable parallel with the band's
lyrics.
I cannot conceive of justifying
their lyrics, nor can I enjoy listening
to the music for pleasure, but the
fact remains that this is the harsh
reality of the band's culture and the
culture of millions.
They simply kickyou inthe teeth
with it.
Media attention towards The 2
Live Crew has dealt primarily with
the right to record and market such
abrasive music. The band's de-
fense has been that it is pure humor
and not intended to adversely influ-
ence people. Yet. in "Break It On
Down" they contradict themselves
by stating, "our explicit lyrics tell it
like it is! if you don't like it, get the
f'I'*kouttahere." Thereisahintthat
this music may bemore historical
than previously accredited.
It is understandable that it may
be more pleasant to dismiss The
Crew as trite obscenity and then
forget about it I had difficulty
accepting it as anything beyond
sexist profanity. But it appears to
me that someone is monopolizing
the balls in the social and moral
industry; they aren't sitting behind
a magistrate bench pre-judging
people and their art.
I cannot encourage anyone to
purchase this album. Technically it
is boring. The samples get monoto-
. nous and the incessant references to
their Goliath virility could become
a source of either extreme vexation
or impotence.
However, if you do partake of
thiscontroversial, brain(dead)child,
I encourage you to look beyond the
F-word at what the lyrics are actu-
ally portraying and ultimately at
what our society has become. It
may be harsh, but The 2 Live Crew
speaks the truth.
Jazz Butcher Cuts
New Groove
always had going for him. It's all
very infectious and melodic.
"Mr. Odd" is singable. "She's
on Drugs" is danceable. "The On-
ionField" issomberand still. "Turtle
Bait" funks. "Girl Go" is a slow and
The simple number, pensive and catchy.
University With it, Butchie and his less-than-
News telegenic ensemble have achieved
the single most boring video imago
Atta boy. This latest work from inable, But that's beside the point
the Jazz Butcher brings back the Lyrically, the Jazz Butcher is
music which gained him the tena- one of the most eloquent and clever'
cious love of a small, powerless,' voices working today. Not like
insignificant. adoring few. After a Sting. (Au contraire-take for in-
true disappointment called Big stance a line from Cult's "Turtle
Planet, Scary Planet, Butehie has Bait": "if you love something set it
more than redeemed himself. Old, free, then hunt it down and kill it"
friends of the Jazz Butcher will be The Butcher's lyrical past includes
pleased to hear this new material songs like "Olof PaIme" and "The
from the same wonderful vein as Devil is my Friend," which offer
greats like Distressed Gentlefolk simplistic yet viable and poetic
and Fisncotheque. Newcomers- views on things previously only
enjoy, and good luck finding other tackled by the newspapers and the
Jazz Butcher records on even well- Bible. He does it ~ain here with a
stocked shelves. song called "She s on Drugs":
The Jazz Butcher has never sur- "We're ail living in a world of po-
passed cult status, and isn't about to etry, eating polyester and commit-
with Cult a/the Basement, as much tingadultery ....Sha-la-la-laoohma-
as hedeserves attention. He'sheard ma, she's on drugs." Or take "My
of more than he's heard, the result Zeppelin," where Butchie shares
of thatunfair imbaIancewhichkeeps his dream come true of owning his
the best stuff in the shadows. So very own zeppelin. Hence the title.
perhaps we should stan at the be- Hesingsfromhighabovetheground
ginning... "and makes a fewobservations about
This ain't jazz. Butrieither is it what he sees: "I'm riding in my
anti·jazz as the name might imply. zeppelin over Mexico where
Musically, Butchie takes what he tequila's not expensive and the
likesfromrock- and folk· anddance- weaponsareextensiveandyoucan
type stuff, maybe a littlejazz, cuts it buy f,0urself a gun to go."
up here with a recurring barroom Like anyone well- read and
laJ?go~otif,somesaxandsuch,and . clever, the Jazz Butcher can take a
SPits It back out in a very well- little patience, and isn't always the
developed signature style. Lots of best companion. But when you
rhythm guitars, a stretch across want clever rhymes, cultural
unexpected genres, and a few other commentart, and a semi-exotic
big ideasarewhat theJazz Butcher's musical treat. he's your man.
Music Review
by
David Lentz
Look Ma! No Hard Feelings!
Postcards From. The Edge
Too Close To Horne
Film Review
by
Andreah diMetri
Princess Leia person in The Empire
Strikes Back.
Shirley MacLaine plays Debbie
just like-she played the mom in
Terms oflindearment onl y this time
her daughter doesn't die at the end
so she doesn't get to act like a pit
bull. Shirley is one of those ac-
tresses thatdocsn 'tcarc if they show
her without her wig or make-up ..
And there's a scene in Postcards
From the Edge where Shirley has a
big band-aid on her lhead and she
looks just like my aunt Tricia. I
hated It; I had to look in my purse
for a Ccrts,
The movie is directed by Mike
Nichols who directs Meryl a lot. I
thought he did an O.K. job but he
mustrcally hate Hollywood because
he does a lot of different things to
make you think that. Like showing
Carrie in a policewoman movie
where she has to hang from a roof
by her fingernails and he shows us
how it's done. Where's the movie
magic anymore after that?
Special to
The
University
News~r
~ Can anyone, like, wateh Post-
~i cards From the Edge and not think
of Carrie Fisher and her mom,
" Debbie Reynolds? I mean, fie-
;YYh:::"tional? Come on!
'"'\i{: The screenplay was written by
"'Carrie from her book and it is so
obviously autobiographical that you
can't help but think that it must
have been a pit-hole of hell to grow
upanywheronearhermother! What
a gash!
When Carrie wrote this thing
"...even when she's smiling (Meryl Streep) looks
like someone ran over her dog."
Overland-Oil-Express
15 Min LUBE*OIL*FIL TER
* Tune-ups * Transmission Service
* Engine Repair • Ale Service
OWNER: JohnJones
420 1Overland Rd.
Boise, ID 83705
(208) 344-5077
(Editors Note: Andrcah is a Fresh-
man studying at UC Santa Barbara.
Sheisafilm major born in Ventura,
CA. When not having fun, she likes
to drive.)
TUESDAY OCTOBER 2nd
at the
Morrison Center
'. - ....,-:."-
Rob Barnes'
First Draft
starring Theresa Russell, seemingly
skips the big screen and lands firmly
in video stores. COMING SOON:
Uncut, uncensored and unrated,
HENRY: Portrait 0/ a Serial Killer
available for convenient in-home
traumatization September 26...aOO
on the 26th, 1990's FIRE BIRDS
updates TOP GUNwith Sean Young
and 'copters while Bob Hoskins
writes, directs and acts among the
Gypsies in THE RAGGEDY
RAWNEY ...Randy Quaid's MAR-
TIANS GO HOME! (thank youl)
September 27 ...summer smashes
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA •
TURTLES: TheMovie (Oct.4)and
TOTAL RECAlL (Nov.l) on the
way for only $24.99 each with
PRElTYWOMAN (Oct.l9) priced-
to-own at $19.99 ...and get ready for
Alec Baldwin and Jennifer Jason
Leigh in MIAMI BLUES, Tom
Berenger and Anne Archer inLOVE
AT LARGE, BLOOD SALVAGE,
Robin Williams in CADILLAC
MAN, I LOVE YOU TO DEATH,
William Friedkin's THE GUARD-
IAN,THE GODSMUSTBE CRAZY
II,LOOSE CANNONS, THE FlRST
POWER and a new concert video
fromR.E.M.
MUSICALLY AND IN
STORES: New stuff from L.L.
Cool J., Bette Midler, The Grateful
Dead, Judas Priest, INXS, Randy
Travis, TheJudds,GeorgeMichael,
Angelo Badalamenti's Twin Peaks
television soundtrack, Bob Dylan,
Garth Brooks and Reba McEntire.
COMING SOON: Caron
Wheeler's "U.K. Blak", Whitney
Houston, K.T. Oslin, Paul Simon,
Bruce Springsteen, The Human
League's "Romantic", Cocteau
Twins' "Heaven or Las Vegas" with
Clint Black's sophomore effort
scheduled for a November f)
release ...and I'm ouua room, so
that's all!
Tickets $14.50
,available at
SELECT ·A -SEAT
'385-11-10. '~.
ON VIDEO AND INSTORES:
Clive Barker's book Cabal makes
one of the few successful transitions
to screen as NIGHT BREED and
actually plays better on the video
format than in theaters ••.the con-
troversial and stylish THE
HANDMAID'S TALE---<;omplete
with Elizabeth McGovern's best
lesbian role to date-should de-
servedly find its audience ...simple
photography and bad acting only
enhance the effective, long-lost '62
classic CARNIVAL OF
SOULS ...Michael Caine AGAIN,
this time in the recommended A
SHOCK TO THESYSTEM ...Oscar-
winning performance from Denzel
Washington makes GLORY worth
your time ... ROSALlE GOES
SHOPPING as Brad Davis contin-
ues his post-MIDNIGHT EX-
PRESStaiispin ..over-the-topacting
from Bill (ALIENS, NEAR DARK,
WEIRD SCIENCE) Paxton high-
lights the gory, amusing mind
control flick BRAIN
DEAD ...SaturdayNightLive'sDana
Carvey provides the sporadic laughs
of OPPORTUNrrY KNOCKS ...ex-
porn queen Traci Lords twists and
pouts for the affections of Johnny
Depp in the diluted-Waters' musi-
cal CRY BABY ...derivative sight
gags and one-liners descend upon
the earth in SPACED
lNVADERS ... sights and sounds
from 1990breakthroughgroupFaith
No More's recent Brickston Acad-
emy appearance are yours in "You
her before on TV but she's never Fat Bastards! ..... rent the Dudley
been this funny! Or this old! Moore/Daryl Hannah disappoint-
Because they're playing real me~t ~RAZY PEOPL,E, or
people, both Meryl and Shirley get don t...glv~ a look and listen to
losing. Havingsecn The Unsinkable rappers Kid-Nd'lay In HOl/SE
Molly Brown on TV, I know that P~TY ...on the claws of her dlCCC-
Debbie sings in movies so having tonal. debut ~ATBOY and her
Shirley sing was right on. But I've h~dhne-grabbmg separauon from
never seen Carrie sing-With that Clint, Sondra Locke's IMPULSE,
cigarette-damaged voice I don't '
think she should even try!-and yet
Meryl has to make her. character
sing twice: She isn't bad, but at the
end Igot the feeling that Meryl was
channeling Bonnie Raitt instead of
Carrie. If they ever do film the
Bonnie Raitt story I think Meryl
Streep would be the most obvious
choice-she plays her well already.
There is one thing I couldn't
stand about Postcards From the
Edge: There was this constant buzz
coming out of the speakers during
most of the picture likea big vacuum
hum or a real low siren. I kept
looking at Jody and he'd look back
at me like "What?". I think he
thought I was trying to come on or
something! Anyway, I guess he
didn't hear it, so maybe it was just
me;
she didn't hold back when dishing There's also a lot of Hollywood
it about her family and stuff. The people who pop up eve!/: so often
girl's got guts, let me tell you. She playing regular folks-like they'd
sure doesn't chicken out when it . ever actually be caught dead doing
comes to telling the truth! When these things in reallife!-and some
Lalkingabouttheguyswhoscrewed of the best parts of Postcards are
around on her and her problems what these people say to Debbie
~th~p~s~~~nl~~ad and~~Ii~w~nR~Rci~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
my parents won 'tsec this movie ... I the bald guy from All in the Family
mean, they wouldn't handle it, you says something about needing a lu-
know? bricant to get any more people into
Meryl Streep, who always looks a room. I laughed real hard when I
like some kind of a antique doll, heard it at the movie. But now my
plays Carrie with a pained look on boyfriend keeps saying it whenever
her face all the time. She appears we're with a group of people so it's
kinda spacey and dctcsmincd; even not even remotely as funny.
when she's smiling she looks like A lady named Mary Wickes
someoneranoverherdog.ltmade plays Debbie's mom and she's re-
me think of when Carrie playcd that ally old and very funny. I've seen
J-105 AND JAYAR PRODUCTIONS
PRESENTS ...
~O"N K A
010 .• -
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BSU's road woes continue in 16·10 loss
Broncos' offense avoids
endzone
Defense gives up no TO's
The Universiy News Staff
1st quarter: BSU jumped out to a
7-0 lead on a I-yard run by Mike
Virden. The play was set up by a
blocked punt and ensuing recovery
on the I-yard line by Raben Draper.
2nd quarter: Eastern Washington
took the lead on two field goals by
Jason Cromer, and a 35-yard inter-
ception return by Doug Harris. The
Broncos' offense was non-existent,
but they managed to close within
three r.oints on a 38-yard field goal
by Mike Black on the last play of
the half. Halftime score: EWU 13
BSU 10.
Broncos fall to
2-1
3rd quarter: Neither team could
get their offenses on track after
halftime, while penalties and stag-
nant offenses dominated the quar-
ter.
4th quarter: With just over six
minutes to play, theEaglesstretehed
their lead to 16-10 on a 32-yard
field goal by Jason Cromer. The
Broncos' hopes were batted down
in the end zone on the last play of
the game, as the Eagles proved they
are a contender for this year's crown.
Face the run-and-shoot Boston
Terriers for first time
By Lily Looney
The University News
The Broncos prepare to
blast Boston University on Sept.
22, when first year head coach Dan
Allen brings his Terriers to Boise.
This will be the first meeting be-
tween the two schools. A member
of the Yankee Conference, I-AA
Boston returns 321ettennen and 13
starters-seven on offense and eight
on defense. Leading the Terrier's.
offensive attack is first team All-
American wide receiver Daren
Altieri, who caught 75 passes for
868 yards last season. Altieri's
stats may suffer a staggering blow
at the hands of a brutal Bronco
defense.
The scarlet and white
Boston Terrier's run-and-shoot of-
fensive scheme, is in sharp contrast
to BSU'sconservative~ro-setgame
plan. Passing is the mamweapon in
the run-and-shoot. Defensively
Boston uses a 4-3 formation, while
the Broncos sport a stinging mul-
tiple set defense.
Look for the numbers to
be high on the Bronco side of the
score board, as their offense seems
to be coming around, while the de-
fense is as strong and ever.
The Bronco's key to a
victory over Boston lies in both the
offensive line-which must hold
strong against the Terrier rush-
and the defensive front which must
hold the line and refuse Boston
entrance to the end zone.
_________ -,~"•.:\o-----1
..L.--- ....
Strong safety Robert Draper (31) and outside linebacker Matt McLaughlin (57) block the way for
Winky White (1) on a punt return. Paul Exline/The University News
Thomas sets tbefield a-blaze
By Lily Looney
The University News
A handoffto BSU running"
back Chris Thomas can become a
rip-roaring, hair-raising, red-hot,
wild and woolly ride on the fast
train of football.
At 5-feet-9-inches tall,
Thomas is 180poundsofroek-solid
power. Ajunior from Kent, Wash.,
he was the only sophomore selected
to last year's first team All-Big Sky
Conference squad. Thomas has led
. .' the Broncos in rushing the past two
seasons, and in the Weber Slate
game he moved to within 60 yards
of becoming only the fifth BSU
player in history to rush for over
2,000 yards. Thomas was also the
second leading rusher in the Big
Sky last season averaging 81.36
yards-per-game.
As a freshman, Thomas
was the league's sixth leading
rusher, earned second team All-Big
Sky Conference honors, and was
one of only two freshmen to receive
first or second all-league honors in
1988. Thomas is also one of only
three Broncoplayers to rush for 200
or more yards in a game, and holds
countless other top. single-game
rushing marks.
A g'raduateof Tahoma
High School in Kent, Thomas
gained 3,690 yards rushing during a
four-year career. During his fmal
two years at Tahoma High, Thomas
averaged over nine yards-per-carry
and was twice named the team's
most valuable player. He also
earned All-Seamont Conference
honors three straight seasons. Th0-
mas earned all-league honors at
defensive back two times and had
nineteen career interceptions.
Born Oct. 27, 1969 in
Renton, Wash., Thomas enjoys
golfing and is also an outstanding
baseball player.
Thomas has proven him-
self to be an infmite asset to the
Broncos. He isa true perfonner,
. never disappoints the audience,
gives 100 percent of himself and
sets the stage a-fire. . I
The University News
G~gKnight
Sr~;rtsEditor
Broncoban
By now the story is famil-
iar to every Boise State University
foolballfan: Fall behind early. Trail
at halftime. Thanks to an anemic
offense the defense is counted on to
shut down the opponents and save
the game. They do. BSU wins-
usually.
. However,on Saturday af-
ternoon in the Big Sky Conference's
northernmost outpost, the
scriptwriters threw the viewers a
surprise ending. Sure the setting
hinted at deja vu. The Broncos
faced a fourth and five situation
from on the Eastern Washington
Io-yard line with seven seconds
remaining in the game. Not even
the well-groomed Larry Maneely
on KTVB 's broadcast had a phrase
describing the importance of this
one play (he had used, "This is a
big, big play," just two minutes
earlier when BSU's overworked
defense needed to stop Eastern on a
thirddown. Theydid). Virden-as
expected-edropped back to pass,
scrambled, avoided a defender's
grasp and floated the ball into the
end zone. But instead of pulling a
VICtory out of a hat, a red headed
Eagle batted it down securing an
EWU victory.
Still in the hunt
Despite theoutcome, BSU
is stiU in the hunt for the Big Sky
Crown. Of course they can't lose
any remaining league games, and
that is easier said than done.
"We've got to get back
and get better." Coach Hall said
after the game. No kiddin~ Skip.
With difficult assessments like that
required ofa coach it's a good thing
you're at the helm. Unlike last
season there is no quarterback .
controversy. Boise State simply
doesn't have one. Neither Duane
Halliday nor Mike Virden has
stepped forward to lead theBroncos'
offense, which hasn't stepped for-
ward either. Only the play of
tailback Chris' Thomas has been
worth talking about as he continues
to run over opponents, but a cham-
pionship team must be guided from
the quarterback position.
Stingy Defense
The Boise State defense is
another story. Sure they gave up
nearly 150-yards to an Eastern
runni~g back, but they yielded only
16 points, Most Big Sky teams put
enough points on the board in one
half, to win two games should their
opponent be limited to 16. Multi-
sport cornerback Frank Robinson
played basketbaUlast season, why
not try him at quarterback?
Whatever the coaching
staff decides to do, it must be done
quickly. In three weeks the Mon-
tana Grizzlies roam to Boise in what
has become a must game. If the
offense continues on its present
course and the defense remains
stingy, Boise Slate will see a few
games end with a score of ().().-and
that may not be enough to walk
away with the Big Sky Conference
Title. .
:n"-'_J~ ;4P'
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Bronco's pummel Eastern Montana
Face tough foes next in the BVU Invitational
Eastern Montana was wottbling
they would not go down. Moor a
number of time outs by their head
coach, who must have thought
(along with this fan) that EMC
was punch drunk on their feet, the
group from Billings staged a
comeback. It was too little-too
late as the score of the final match
ended 15-7, having been preceded
by matchesofl54 and 15-8. The
competitiveness of the BSU
women was surprising, as their
intensity reached levels usually
reserved for the football team,
With hopes of continu-
ing their winning streak, BSU
travels to Provo, Utah where they
will compete in the Brigham
Young University Invitational on
Friday and Saturday. The host
team is 6-2 overall, while joining
the Broncos as visitors are
Gonzaga University (6-0), and
Utah Stale (2-7). On their way
home from the tournament, BSU
will make a brief stop in Salt Lake
City to take on the University of
Utah (34).
The Broncos then return
home to begin their conference
season. Boise State's first two
league match-ups will be exciting
.athletic performances, as theyhost
top-ranked Montana on Sept. 21
at 7:30 p.m., and Montana State
on Sept 22 at 2:00 p.m.
After winning the St.
's Invitational tournament, it
s apparent that the big "M" for
omentum is on the side of the
oise State University neuers.
In BSU's first home game
ince the season opening Labor Day
ournament, they put down Divi-
ion II, Eastern Montana College in
ee straight matches.
A small but enthusiastic
rowd was treated to a determined
d hustling style of play by the
SU women. Coach Pharmer had
o be pleased with the heart and grit
er team showed. BSU was led by
reshman, middle blocker Kristen
uuo, who had 13 kills and three
rvice aces. At times, it seemed as
.flife would be safer playing rugby
or the BSU club, as the determined
omen threw themselves across the
gym floor-digging apparently
hopeless drives off the hardwood
oor,
By the beginning of the
third match, Eastern Montana was
reeling from the smashing spikes
d powerful blocks of the BSU
omen. At first it looked as ifBSU
ight pull off a shutout against their
apless andsioppr opponent as they
up a score 0 10-0. Although
BYU Invite results on
/.
~;
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B$U cools off California
The Boise State Volleyball team dis-
mantled all challengers in the St.
Mary's tournament on Sept. 7-8.
Victims included BYU-Hawaii, Clem-
son (in three sets), and host St. Marys.
By Wendi McCutchen
The University News
The Boise State vol-
leyball team was unstoppable
during the weekend of Sept.
7-8, in the St. Mary's Invita-
tional inMoraga, Calif.
BSU went 4-0 in the
tournament defeating BYU-
lIawaii(15-8, 15-13,5-15,16-
14) and San Francisco (15-7;
6-15, 15-10, 16-14) on Fri-
day. Returning to the gym on
Saturday, Big Blue pulled the
rug from under their
opponent's feet as they de-
feated Clemson in three
straight matches (15-7,15-1,
15-9). The Broncos were hot
and ready to roll as they
dominated St. Mary's in the
final game of the tournament
(15-8, 12-15, 15-5, 15-13).
Senior Christine
Johnson was named the
tournament's Most Valuable
Player. The Bronco middle
blocker led the team with 46
kills, 34 digs and 15 blocks.
Voted BSU's Most Improved
Playerin 1987,Johnson'sall-
around play has sparked ~he
Broncos ever since. •
Also named to the All-
Tournament team was junior
setter Allisa Victor who had a
9.1 assist average.
..
Soolt McMurtrey/The University News
Outside hitter Chris Bond (13)is poised to help block a shot in last week's
rout of Eastern Montana Colle e.
..
RESERVE OrrICERS' TRAINING CORPS
MY DEGREEGOTMETDlmRVIEW
ARMY ROTC GOT ME TD JOB.
Things got pretty competitive for thIa job. I'm IIUJ8
my college degree and good grades kept me in the
running. But in the end it WIll the IeaderIhip and
.management experieJlce I got through Army ROTC
that won them over.
Youcan beg!n to developimpreslive leaderahip
IIdI1s with an Army ROTC elective. Register now
without obligation.
i
ARMY ROTC
TIE SIIII1EST COWGE
C01IISEIOU'CO TID.
TO F'IND OUT MORE CONTACT
MAJOR JOSEPH CARLSON AT
(
/
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Sport observations
"
Oh say can you sing
the blue turf of the stadium prior to
the BSU-Weber State game, the
crowd was invited to stand for the
national anthem. As the band be-
gan to play a deathly §Qence cov-
ered the entire east eno of the sta-
dium. Overcoming jitters of not
being silent like the rest of the crowd
I opened my mouth and began 10
sing the Star Spangled Banner 10
my best ability. As the song went
on, I realized I was the only person
audibly singing. I didn't care
though, in fact I was so overcome
with pride in being an American
and living in the free land that I sang
even louder and with passion in my
heart I struggled to carry the dif-
ficulttune but I couldn't even climb
a ladder high enough to sing" ... the
land of the freeeeeee!" but I tried
none the less. When the last few
bars were being played the entire
stadium erupted into a deafening
applause.
Then it happened.
A man three rows below me
turned around just seconds after the
applause ended and not so kindly
told me 10 show a little respect for
the flag and not sing the anthem the
next time it was played.
I couldn't believe my ears
By Matt Fritsch
." The University News
Duty, Honor, Country. What
a timely message for the Boise State
Keith Stein Blue Thunder March-
ing Band to deliver at halftime of
the first two BSU football games.
In these days with the Middle East
Crisis and the censorship of music
groups, it is encouraging to see an
entire group of people dedicate
hours of practice 10 deliver a patri-
otic theme to its audience.
Maybe that audience will
listen to, and assimilate what is be-
ing said.
Most likely they will not,
As the band marched onto
and nearly became apoplectic.
I told him,notsokindly, that
I would sing the anthem every time
1beard it and that he should show a
little respect for the flag and do the
same. I admit I'm no Luciano
Pavarotti.lnfactI'mprobablyriluch
more like Roseanne Barr when it
comes 10 singing. But just like Ms.
Barr I will apologize to no one for
my singing the national anthem.
Wflen I sing the anthem I am
reminded of the hundreds of thou-
sands of troops that are sweating it
out in the Saudi Arabia and how
many of those men and women are
from BSU and would rather be at
the game. I am also reminded of
those men and women that first paid
the price for freedom, whether it
was with blood, sweat, or tears or a
combination of all three. When I
sing I think of the Constitution and
for what it stands. When I sing I
think of all Americans, past and
present, and of the great country we
call home.
o Itis for these reasonslamso
loud when I sing, and hopefully
when the Broncos take to the field
against Boston University this
weekend my sorry voice will be just
one of the crowd.
.Wedorlt need to
cut our pri~~__.
Because they're already affordable. You . " < '.'
can get a professional haircut starting at <': --::
SH.')l'. and a perm for just S.!lJ.l)').
including cut and style. And you
never need an appointment So
why wait for a sale? Come to
Third Dimension Cuts where you
can always cut a good deal.
L,
Bois. Towu SaL'OllI' .
177. W. Slal"I •..
Karch.rMai
- ," "
THIll"E" •• CITS
.\',1 ,'r"'lllun;'111
.,\"'h·'h,llIlhl' ""'\":,~!I·.11
10391 FollY,-wAV••
~~n City F.-d M.y.r
HIIIcmI ell, i21:l OWrland.
Come on Students
• Boise State students need to get off their butts at horne
football games and become vocal. The first two games
sounded more like a classroom than a sporting comp-
etition. ..
• What is the beef over student ticket policies anyway?
Students should feel fortunate they get anything.
• One of the most exciting games in town returns to Boi
se for the weekend of Sept. 21-23. On the 21 and 22
the BSU Volleyball team returns to Bronco Gym to
take on the two Montana schools.
• The new 6:00 p.m. starting time for home football
games is a pleasant change. It leaves Saturday nights
open for celebrating Bronco victories.
• Has anyone' ever watched a cross country meet?
• Boise State has probably eamed enough money this se
mester in parking fees and tickets to pay for that new
stadium everyone has been talking about.
• When is the athletic department going to trash the ug-
ly, knee-wrecking blue turf and put in some real grass'.
• Before. the administration can fulfill its dream of join-
ing a major conference, the money lovers should con-
sider funding for club sports such as baseball, rugby
and soccer, and open its pocketbook for 'non-revenue'
sports such as gymnastics, volleyball and wrestling .
• Pre-game tailgate parties in the Bronco Stadium park-
ing lot are a tradition that should be enjoyed by every
fan prior to all home games .
• The Varsity Center at the south end of Bronco Stadium
is a wonderful facility for BSU athletes, but Istill
don't envy the running, lifting and practicing they do
on a daily basis.
GGK
STUDENT DISCOUNTS!!!
PIASTIC SPIRALBINDING IN 23
EXCITING COLORS!!!
RETAIL (208) 345-1113
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olf team takes 3rd in tourney
Need preparation for 'difficult'
.Wolfpack Invite in Lake Tahoe
we'll need a lot of practice and
preparation to perform up to our
expectations," Those "expecta-
tions" include finishing in the top
seven of the 21·team tournament.
Teams from across the nation will
place," he said, "and that would make the trek to refreshing Lake
have been good for the team." Still Tahoe for the Invite, and coach
coach Campbell found praise for Campbell cited several pre-match
his golfers following their first favorites. Some teams he men-
tournament in the fall season. "We tioned as perennial powerhouses
had two guys finish in the top ten include Mississippi, Vanderbilt,
overall, and that is encouraging," Oregon and Oregon State, Univer-
he said referring to the top-ten sityofPacific, Nevada and Virginia.
placement of two of his golfers. The Broncos play at all the
With their initial outing golf courses in the Treasure Valley,
under their belts, coach Campbell but the majority of their practice
faces the formidable task of pre- . time is spent on the Warm Springs
paring his troops for the Wolfpack Golf Course-which is where they
Invite. "It (Edgewood) isadifficult will be living the next three weeks.
and challenging course, which is
just what we need right now, and
Coming off a solid perfor-
ce in the Red Jacoby Invita-
Golf Tournament, the Boise
te golf squad has until Oct. 1 to
pare for the chaIlenging
Ifpack Invite at the Edgewood
f course in Lake Tahoe.
Coach Bob Campbell said
felt pretty good about his golfers'
.buta third place finish dido 't
ite fulfill his expectations. "We
Iy finished oneshotoutof second
Broncos hit wall in BVU Invite
Fall to 13th ranked BYU
X-Country
teams on the
road.
Both the men's and
women's cross country squads hit
the road this Saturday in Bozeman,
in the Montana State Invitational.
The women's squad com-
peted in the Fresno Invitational
tournament this past weekend.
Broncos Friday night with 31 and
25 kills respectively. Sal!Jrday the
Broncos finished the tournament
and played an additional game at
Utah.
The team hosts Montana
and Montana State this weekend in
Bronco Gym.
The Boise State volleyball
ran into a couple of buzz saws
.s past weekend in the Brigham
oung Invitational.
. On Friday, BSU (9-5) lost
Gonzaga University of Spokane
-12,8-15,15-4,12-15,15-3, and
13th ranked BYU Cougars 15-
13-15,15-11,15-5. Tina Harris
d Christine Johnson led the .
,,-
Greg's college football picks
Games of Saturday, Sept. 22
Overall season record 12-5
Winner Loser
Boise St. 35 BostonU. 13
Idaho 31 WeberSt. 24
Eastern Wash. 28 No. Arizona 14
Montana 38 McNeeseSt 10
Nevada 35 MontanaSt. 21
Idaho St. 24 No. Iowa 21
Washington St 34 California 21
Notre Dame 41 Purdue 17
Michigan 28 U.CL.A. 17
Washington 27 U.S.C. 24
GIVE THEM A ROLL!!!
ULTRAWHEEL--INLINE SKATES
$5.00 RENTAL FOR 24HRS.
SPORTS
EXCHANGE
1033 BROADWAY
385-0440
BUSTERS-------------------WEDNESDAYS
All you can eat
Spaghetti
$3.95
1326 Broadway 345-5688
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Get SomeExtra ~rewtFor Th~Ricle.. :', ,:~;.~...,
. -. While yo~'re~t it,giv~}'ouiself~ .. .
.~~:::~::~A~~~i:~~~~~~ef1fk~
the added financial clout andconveni.; '.
ence. We make getting one so easy. . . .
There are no lengthy credit checks or
long forms to fill out. So just pick up an
application when you open your
checking account.
It could take you across
campus, around town/or to
the top of your favorite trail.
Providingof course that you
win one ofeightTrek930
mountaiIlbikes. We're giving
them away to students smart
enough to check out our
Student Checking account.
This IsA Real Deal .
.There's no minimum balance required and no
service charge for the first 10 checks you write each
month. Youalso get free use of our many
Handilsank machines and your first set of
50 checks at no charge.Youdon't even have
to make a deposit to open an account.
Just come in and sign up. And while
you're at the bank, you can sign up
until September 18th for a chance
to win a bike. And what ifyou
don't win the Trek Bicycle?You
can still have one of the best
Student Checking accounts
around. And come graduation,
there's no telling how far you
can go with your degree and
our solid financial support.
IJ;
•Pat ~ttle's flash fiction piece is featured in ~ week'~G~eria. Ifyou are a s~dent and h~ve original work such as photos, poetry,
drawmgs, cartoons or any other art form which you d like published subnut them to Usa Day Carroll at the University News.
boy's lavatory
n which Robert 'had been hiding this past half-hour was knew the coach wasn't going to leave until he had what he
ituated directly across the hall from the teacher's lounge. had come for - a piece of the action, a commitment from
~
heir proximity made it a safe haven - no grafitti on the walls, Robert to keep his mouth shut about the the fight.
o lingering blue cigarette haze, no bully to exercise his bulk. The muscles of the man shamed Robert, made him
one of the other guys used it for anything but that for which feel insignificant and even smaller than he already was. His
t was intended, and if they came for him here, his shouts nose began to throb painfully. Desperate to avoid meeting
.'
ould be heard from across the hall. He was sheltered for a the coach's scoffing gaze, he too began a deliberate ritual of
scrubbing his shaking hands. When finished, he grabbed a
Robert's face was sore and the bridge of his thin nose
was beginning to swell, causing his right eye to partially squint
shut. His new glasses had split in half where Tony had
slugged him, causing slivers of plastic to cut his pale, freckled
oneek. His dad would be pissed - $78.50 down the drain.
( He held the cold compress of saturated toilet paper to his
" cheek to staunch the flow of blood. His eyes stung from the pain
!~;;i.even yet and prompted an involuntary tear; as he wiped it away
ithastilldefiant fist,asmilecreased hisface. His laughterechoed
ff the walls in the empty room and created a crackling, popping
ensation in his nose. He'd sure landed a good one on that
an's unwavering gaze, eyes watching him in the mirror, hand. As he concentrated intently, the image of Tony's
iZing up the damage, calculating t~ cost to keep Tony on shocked and angry face conjured up in front of him. Robert's
he team for one more winning season. Slowly, the coach head stopped sptnnlnq.rnlraculously, the vertigo gone. He
oved over to the wash basin next to Robert and turned on met the coach's arrogant gaze with the beginnings of a
he tap, making a show of nonchalantly washing his hands.· victorious grin.·For Robert had just now calculated the cost. -(~
is movements were too cautious, too mechanical. Robert $78.50 would buy a new pair of glasses. 1::=====:::::lI
umb jock's stupid, smug mouth before the rest of the guys
ad held him down. Tony's look of surprise had been tinged
ith momentary fear and had excited Robert with an ex-
i1aration he rtad never before known. He'd stood his ground
his time, just like his dad had known everything that had ever
een written about the taste of victory ... He looked down at his
lasses. The smile left his face. $ 78.50-the price of victory.
ruises and broken glasses wouldn't countfor much with his
Robert jumped nervously ·as the door to the lavatory
pened abruptly and Coach Bryant walked in. Robert felt the
thick pile of paper towels, slowly began to dry off, discarding
each towel carefully in the already overflowing receptacle
next to the basin. It felt as if eternities had passed, yet the
coach was still standing there. Robert didn't need to look up
to see if he was still being watched - he felt the teacher's eyes
'.
crawling across his frame, disdainful of his frailty, his bony _
elbows and narrow shoulders.
The brief security of the lavatory had disappeared; he
wanted to hide from the tangible threat of the bully next to him.
Robert made a quick instinctive movement to the door and
then froze. There just wasn't anywhere else to go - Tony and
his buddies waited outside, the whole school waited outside.
And his father waited at home.
Not knowing what else to do, where to go, he slowly turned
to the coach with pleading eyes. Somehow, the man suddenly
appeared distant to Robert~ the contemptuously curled,
fleshy lips which seemed to say, "Be aman I" were all he could
see. Those lips loo~ed larger and closer - the gr~und was <-
coming upto meet Robert's swirling head. "Be a man!"- and
he wasn't sure anymore who was saying it.
Desperately attempting to overcome the panic, Robert
focused; his eyes on one object - the broken glasses in his
.,
\
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iate crossword
11 12 13
56
59
(<t.
~Edw?rd Julius Collegiate CW8830
ACROSS 45 Sci-fi thriller 13 Part of a
46 Plays a guitar horse
1 Shave off 49 Soft drinks 18 Golf clubs
5 Miss 8ara 50 Onass is , for short 19 sevaretd, et a l ,
10 Pretense 53 Movie musical 24 Ires -
14 - Steven (4 wds.) ·25 Brother of 4-Down
15 Desert spot 56 - of Eden 26 Miss Reddy
16 Wife of Zeus 57 Bungl ing 27 Mrs. Kramden
17 Movie musical 58 Treaty group 2B Hurled
(4 wds.) 59 Intellectual 29 Formed by the lips
20 Pecul iar powers and the nose
21 To laugh: Fr. 60 Omar's output 30 Actress Vera--
22 - play 61 Vigor 31 Ovules
23 Well-known magazine 33 Leg parts
25 Type of silk DOWN 36 Bikini
. 26 Fraternity 37 8itter drug
initiation 1 Mazatlan money 39 "Remember the -"
2B Metal restrainers 2 Enthusiastic 40 Optical device
32 Fairies 3 Romantic meeting 42 Has faith in
. 33 Kills 4 Famous Siamese 43 Kirk Douglas
34 Beer twin features
35 Bert Lahr role" 5 Changing the 45 Take into one's
36 Eschews sound qua Ii ty family
37 Competent 6 Hirsute 46 Worry
3B French coin 7 Anglo-Saxon slave 47 Siamese
39 - and a 8 Surnamed: Fr. 48 Repose
prayer 9 Receptacles for 49 Gulf of -
40 Bent smokers 51 Hiss Hayworth
41 Young bird "10 Dwindle 52 Religious image
43 Sings like Crosby 11 Pile" 54 Compass point
44 P,ro football team 12 Seed covering 55 French number
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After weaning Albert from Bill The Cat along
comes Bart Simpson.
Bob was his own boss and his own secretary so,
naturally, he chased himself around his own
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AMAZINGL Y, JOHN'S DOG
CAN ACTUALLY PREDICT
PEDESTRIAN TRAFFIC
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FOR THE WEEK OF SEPTEMBER '7TH
-
Monday is a "dark of the moon" period before the new moon
enters Virgo on Tuesday. The days preceding a new lunar cycle are perfect
for shedding old habits and preparing for change. Make resolutions.
Perhaps you've got a fitness plan you'd like to get started or you might
want to quit smoking. You can put that new program into place on
TuesdaylOn Wednesday , Venus and Pluto make a harmonious aspect that
brings lovers closer together. Ifyou make a hasty commitment, however,
you'll no doubt regret it on Thursday, when Saturn makes you feel a bit
closed in. Saturday is a particularly powerful day, fine for profit-making
efforts, writing, research and dates.
ARIES (March 21-April 19). The new moon in Virgo is an
organizational tool for you. The management of assignments as well as
health and home maintenance fall under the rulership of Virgo. Make a list
of improvements you'd like to make and let Tuesday be your start date.
You can ask for advice on Wednesday. You're a little low on energy
Thursday, and you won't get much cooperation from others either.
Friday's plans will change, but if you stay flexible you'll have a good time.
Something deeply touching may occur Saturday and you'll want to keep
it to yourself. Spend Sunday in solitary study, because next week is full
of action.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20). The new moon confirms your
ideas about practical progress. You're deeply committed to goals. A
friend introduces you to someone very attractive this week - wait until
you know a relationship is worth pursuing before you plunge in. You're
looking for ways to make extra money; opportunities are available.
Terrific discussions are stimulating Friday evening. A date on Saturday
will certainly be a break from the usual routine, but it might leave you
exhausted. If you're working on Saturday,aloveinterestcould walkinand
take you by surprise. Check on your family Sunday.
GEMINI (May 21-1 une 21). You should work at home Tuesday,
Fix up your place to celebrate the new moon cycle; lots of new friends are
going to come by to visit. Wednesday is an exciting day; be sure to get
plenty of exercise early in the day so as to make concentration easierin the
'afternoon. Be a good sport on Thursday, when obstacles to progress are
placed firmly in your path. Details go awry Thursday but its not serious.
Saturday is so busy you'll forget any advice you received, but be ready for
unexpected guests. Stay home and study on Sunday.
CANCER (June 22-1uly 22). Get ready for a whirl of activity
Monday and Tuesday. Mercury goes direct, which means that people who
have been trying to get in touch with you will finally connect this week. It's
possible to get tangled up or turned around if you rush, so leave early for
all appointments. You can do some tutoring for extra money this week and
possibly throughout Wednesday. You should work alone Thursday,
otherwise time will be wasted. A date might cancel out on you Friday. On
Saturday, a new romance could happen while working on a group project.
LEO (July 23-August 22). You collect a little windfall with the
new moon cycle. You're full of generosity lately, but sensible spending
is a must ifyou're to keep your financial balance through the term (it's hard
to concentrate on studies when you're worried about money). Host a study
group at home Wednesday. Tum down an invitation on Thursday - it
won't be any fun, no matter how good it sounds. Friday is bound to be
unpredictable. A job this term brings much luck, and this Saturday the
good luck could be big tips or an encounter with a potential love. Spend
Sunday quietly.
VIRGO (August 23-September 22). Mercury goes direct in your
first house, clearing away that confused feeling just in time for a resolution
or two regarding scholastic goals this term. Money-making is highlighted
on Wednesday, and with Mars in Gemini, this is of great interest to you.
Job hunting is very strongly favored Wednesday afternoon, as is shopping
for bargains on much needed practical items. By Friday, you get ideas for
making life easier or more profitable - and they'll work! Saturday
provides a chance to meet new people - attend all mixers, take all
opportunities to make new aquaintances,
LIBRA (September 23-October 23). You're on the road to
considerable accomplishments, particularly in competitive areas. It's
important to spend plenty of quiet time the first few days of this week.
Extra money is on its way, possibly by Wednesday. Others will slow you
down Thursday if you let them, especially roommates. A repair or other
practical problem might take some time Friday. The weekend is perfect
for job hunting, shopping or studying. The sun enters Libra Saturday, and
this begins a high cycle for you. As a born organizer, it's just a matter of
aligning your creativity with your down-to-earth goals.
SCORPIO (October 24-November 21). Long-range planning is
favored this week. The only thingthatcan hold you back isallowing fuzzy-
brained types to waste your time, or allowing over-confidence to distort
your perception of real challenges Pluto brings love your way on
Wednesday. An eqlJa1ly ambitious Libmor fellow Scorpio is able to keep
up with you and undestand your drive to succeed. Take time to help a
friend on Thursday. On Friday, relax with some light-hearted fun. The
moon in your sign on Saturday has everyone involved with something
goal-oriented, and it's natui'al for you to take a leadership role.
SAGITTARIUS (November 22-December 21). What feels like
pressure from teachers and authority figures is actually an opportunity to ,-----------....,
excel. lust give it all you've got and see how well you can do. Flexing your
menial muscles will result in a new level of achievement and confidence.
Find the time to take part in a workout or team sport,especially Wednesday
when others who share your athletic interests can help arrange a regular
routine. A friend asks to borrow money on Friday. Saturday is less social
for you than for others; you're busy with research projects on which you
can make considerable progress.
CAPRICORN (December 22-1anuary 19). Pitch in with reor-
.ganization projects. Once your home environment is tidy, your ability to
concentrate improves. A relationship with a teacher that begins around the
new moon time could be very advantageous in the long run. Follow
instructions carefully on Wednesday. If you get lost on campus this week,
the one who gives you directions could be your new romance. It's a good
idea to include some social activities in this week's plans, especially
Wednesday, Friday and Saturday. A Scorpio friend or lover is your biggest
booster now. A date, for just the two of you is idyllic Sunday.
AQUARIUS (January 20-February 18). The full moon time is
fine for collecting money owed or getting benefits you applied for. Use the
new moon to make practical financial arrangements wherever necessary.
As the sun entersLibra at the end of the week, opportunities are high ill
areas of academic accomplishment The research materials you're looking
for will fall into your hands. The aid of a brilliant mentor is going to make
this a very special term scholastically. On Saturday, get out and do some
smiling and politicking with those who can help you get what you want.
PISCES (February 19-March 20). A good friendship or love
relationship is strengthened by the new moon. Support from this special
person helps you to get organized and meet practical goals. Harnessing
your enormous imagination is the long-term goal. Intense feelings make
Wednesday a good day to exchange loving words. Avoid confrontations
with a cranky professor Thursday and Friday. Save time on Saturday for
meeting new people and getting better acquainted with those in your dorm.
lIP
EARN
EXIRA,CA$H •
WI1HlIE PI8I Of APII.
Put up posters wIIh appllcalloo forms flr
VISA, MasterCard and oIIJer national
credft cards on campus. And earn up to
$2 for each response. Ws Ihat easy. '
Gall ~
~~~e~~~~andTwinsizebeds, 1_950-1037 Ext. 75
Dryer. 338-7490. 'REBEAa .....
MUST SACRIFICE La",,, Ubra" of Inlormltlon In U.S••
Ricoh XR-10 35mm SLR with all sub/fcts
Motor Drive Accessory. Full· Order catalog Today wlIh VIsa/Me or COD
Info Viewfinder, Full Pertor- IIIiImiIDIIIl.. .-311-8222
mance Automatic with Manual EllWIiIF' klcaRt,(2131477-8228 lIII(
Override, 1/1OOOth 16 sec. Or. rush $2.0010: RUllrch Inlorma1Ion
Shutter speed, +/-2 stops Ex- 11322 Idaho Ave. flO&A, losAngeles, CA 90025
posure Compensation, Self
TImer, K-Mount Lens System LOOking for a fraternity, so-
Interchanges with Pentax and rorlty or student organization
Chinon. $160.00. Kiron 70- that would like to earn $500-
210mmZoomLens+4.5,Macro $1000foraoneweekon-canipus
1:4 K-Mount for Ricoh, Pentax marketing project. Must be or-
and Chinon $110.00. Call Mark ganized and hard working. Ca
@ 343-1416. Cynthiaor Jeanine at (800)592-
2121 ext. 120. •
HELP WANTED Addressers wanted Immedl·
Earn $300 to $500 per week atml No experience neces-
ReadingBooksat home. Call 1- sary. E>\cellentpayl Work a'
615-668-2250 J:\QIne.. Call tollfree: 1-800-395-
3283.
HELP WANTED or TRAVEL .-==-------~
Christmas, Spring break, Sum-
mer TRAVEL FREE. AirCouri-
,ers neededand cruiseship jobs.
Call 1-805-682-7555 ext. F-
1434.
ARE YOU A TEAM PLAYER.~
Woman's basketball team man-
ager needed. Starting date Oct,' .
15 position goes thru March 30.
Hours 12:30-3:30p.m., 6days a
week. Must be dedicated, de-
pendable. Contact Coach
Goering 385-1797.
Female An,Drama ect. stu-
dents for dancing telegram
deliveries will earn $15-35 per
hour. Call 323-7252 for inter-
view.
FORSALE
HondaELITE150,3 monthsold.
P.ERFECTCONDITION $1500.
1989 Mitsubishi Precis LS, still
under warranty. SPOTLESS
$6150 MUST SEll BOTH
ASAP.
375-3245.
Is It true jeeps for $44 through
the U.S.gov't? CAll FORTHE
FACTSIII 504-649-5745 ext. S-
1429
AUTOS FOR SALE
Seized cars, trucks, boats, 4-
wheelers, motorhomes by FBI.
Call1-805-682-7555extC-1767.
FOR SALE
OneOrion highcurrent amplifier
225 HCCA $400
Four MTX 10 inch Terminator
Woofers $55 each.
Two Audio Control ecrs. the
best car equalizer on the market
$450. Call Days 376-1092 eve-
nings 377-3652 ask for Rob.
FOR SALE
Casiowriter CW-16 personal
Electronic Typewriter with
adaptor and 3 Ink Ribbon Cas-
settes. Only used once $100.
Call evenings 385-9361.
HOMES FOR SALE OR BUSI-
NESSOPPORTUNITIES
RepossessedVA& HUDhomes
availble from the 90vernment
starting from $1 Without credit
checkl You repair. Also tax
elinquent foreclosures. Call 1-
805-682-7555 ext. H-2151 for
repo list in your area.
Maverlk-AII shifts available.
ontactKath orJean 344-61 1
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RAISE A THOU$AND
IN A WEEK
The fundralser that's
working on 1800 cam-
puses. Your campus
gro,up can earn up to
$1000 in jUslone week.
No investment needed.
Be first on your campus.
A FREEgift just forcalling.
Call Now
1-800-765-8472
-, \ E~
FAST FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
Earn up to $1000 in one week
for your campus organization.
Plus a chance at
$5000 morel
This program works!
No Investment needed.
Ca1Il-800-93200S28 Ed. 50
.,.,
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Parking con' t from page 1
by the commission to be centrally
located. Bob Follett agreed and
stated that the lot in question was
at one time exclusively for handi-
capped parking. He also believes
keeping them altogether would
facilitate their being located
by prospective users.
Also involved in
complying with the com-
plaint was Betty Hecker, the
,I... director of Affirmative Ac-
tion at BSU. It was her opin-
ion that the spaces should
have been "spread around
campus."
Bob Follett agreed
that the free spaces are not
being used much. Parking
Services has monitored the lot
since the beginning of the semes-
ter and is only counting two to
three vehicles per day.
Bill Eddins, a student
representative for the physically
challenged serving on the Parking
Advisory Committee, was not in-
volved in the decision due to the
fact that the deadline for compli-
ance was August I, 1990. The
committee doesn't meet in the sum-
mer.
"What did they accom-
plish by putting them
all in one place?" was his question.
Bill thinks that the location is fairly
central but has objections to nine in
one 101.
He suggested free spaces
be provided near the old gym. The
AMAS (Alternate Mobility
A d v e n t u reS e e ke r s )
office is located there and it serves
both the campus and the commu-
nity. Spaces in front of the admin-
istration building and Morrison cap
the free permits now available.
Parking Services has in-
cluded an addendum to the
parking information bro-
chure which outlines the
guidelines for using the no-
charge permits. Any person
inquiring about handicap
parking is told about the paid
and no-charge permit op-
tions.
No one seems to know for
sure why the spaces are not
being effectively utilized.
For all those concerned or
affected, the idea of renego-
tiating the location of the spaces
seems appropriate if not inevitable.
Thanks to the keen eye of
the "lot watcher", we can all enjoy
the anomaly of having an empty
parking lot on campus.
'\0>,
Channel 27 con't. from pg 1
However, if the funding is received
this semester the actual equipment
purchases won't take place until the
spring semester. The same holds
true for the additional $185,000.
''The actual equipment purchases
and installation won't take place
until next fall,;' said Dr. Robert
Rudd, Associate Professor, com-
munication.
5) The amount of free air time
on Channe127 used by U,T.P. has
dropped to 1 1(2 hours per week.., .
from 1 1(2 hours of programmmg
per day.
For students involved in Field
Productions and U.T.P. this semes-
ter looks pretty grim. They have
access to the equipment belonging
to United Cable and some of the
-"equipment at the Micron Center,
but the equipment shortage has
overall effected the quality and
ability of students to be as creative
as they want
"The scheduling involved to use
this equipment makes it impossible
for students to use the equipment
when they need it," said Dr. Boren.
Under the direction of Peter
Lutze, a new faculty mem ber of the
communication department, the
"students of the future" will have a
greater chance to become involved
with creating new student-gener-
ated programming. The dream de-
sign for next fall is to involve more
students from the entire population
of BSU, calling upon all those who
want to get involved, including ac-
tors, writers, etc.
"It is the hope that U.T.P. will
become more student centered and
involve a greater spectrum of BSU
students," said Lutze.
Swastikas con 't from page 1
are outraged by this sort of thing."
"Idaho has some of the~
strongest laws in the country for
these crimes," she said. Attorney
General Jim Jones said a malicious
harassmentconviction will get
you up to five years in prison,
a $5,000 fine, or both.
"The constitution
gives you the ability to be a
bigot, if you want," Jones said,
•. "but it becomes criminal activity if
you threaten someone or interfere
with their constitutional rights."
Shuler represents Gover-
r ..
1 l i~,
(jY't"-" ',' :-:......
nor Andrus on a five state Coalition
Against Malicious Harassment.
"Oregon, Washington, Idaho,
Montana and Wyoming are the ar-
eas the Aryan Nations say is the
'territorial imperative of
thewhiteChristian,''' said
Schuler, adding that
smaller Jewish popula-
tionsexist in these states.
Meanwhile, Fa-
ther Soukis and others here in Boise
live in the aftermath of a hateful act
that makes no sense.
Brian Becker/The University News
Handicap parkin?, near the communication depart-
ment. Em ,isn tit?
Senator denies public access
however, Committee Chairperson
Ron Craig denied Krepel entrance
to the meeting. When asked why
The University News and she was being denied access, Sena-
the ASBSU Senate clashed recently tor Craig stated that the meeting had
on the interpretation ofIdaho State- gone into executive session and was
Code Laws regarding public access closed to the public. Quoting Rob-
to Senate committee meetings. On ens Rules of Order, Craig advised
Tuesday, September II, theASBSU the University News that the meet-
Senate Appointment Review Com- ing was closed to protect the pri-
rnittee met to screen two Senate vacy of the candidates.
candidates nominated by ASBSU Krepel then asked Senator
President Eric Love. On hand to Craig if he wanted the public to
cover the meeting ~=========~know what cri-
was University teriaweretaken
News student gov- K I .into consider-... repe was
ernment reporter told by Senator ation for
Lisa Krepel. Be- Chris Peters that choosing a
fore the session had the meeting was Sen a tor.
begun, however, "That's not
Krepel was told by closed to the public. what we will be
Senator Chris Pe- discussing,"
ters that the meet- replied Senator Craig, "personal is-
ing was closed to the public. After sues might come out that people
being advised of this, Krepel left don't want known."
and returned 20 minutes later with When asked if the minutes
University News Managing Editor of the meeting would be published
Tamara Sandmeyer. Krepel and later, Senator Craig replied that they
Sandmeyer found the two Senate would not and that only the results
Candidates, Melinda Davidson and of the voting would be disclosed.
Gretchen Warthan, waiting to be After researching the
interviewed outside the meeting Idaho State-Code Open Meeting
room. Warthan and Davidson said Law, the University News discov-
they did not object to the presence ered that State Law supersedes
of the University News at the meet- Roberts Rules of Order. State-Code
ing. #67-2340stipulates that"thepeople
Before the interview, of the State ofIdaho .....do not yield
by T. ]. Farley
The U/'}iversity News
Hazardous waste in your home can be eliminated and effective non-
hazardous substitutes used. This list of household non-hazardous products
is taken from the Household Hazardous Waste Wheel, which is available
for $3.75 from Box 70, Durham, N.H. 03824-0070.
INSTEAD OF THIS: USE THIS:
Ammonia-based cleaners -- Vinegar, salt and water mixture for surface
cleaning. Baking soda and water for the bathroom.
Abrasive cleaners -- Rub area with 1/2 lemon dipped in borax, then rinse.
Floor or furniture polish -- 1 part lemon juice, 2 parts olive oil or
vegetable oil. .
Silver polishes -- Soak in boiling water with baking soda, salt, a piece of
aluminum.
Toilet clean -- Baking soda, toilet brush.
Disinfectants -- Itlcup borax in 1 gallon water.
Drain cleaner - Plunger; flush with boiling water, 1/4 cup baking soda,
their sovereignty to the agencies so
created. Therefore ....it is the policy
of this State that the formation of
public policy is public business and
shall not be conducted in secrecy."
State-code #67-2342 further clari-
fies that "No decision at a meeting
of a governing body of a public
agency shall be made by secret bal-
lot." .
When asked about the le-
gality of denying public access to
the meeting, Senator Craig said that
"all appointments, including mine,
were held in executive session.
Furthermore, I resign as Chair of
the Review Committee. I feel it's a
shame that Larry Purviance (Editor
of the University News) is holding
up these two appointments-which
is what he's doing. I hope Senator
Haddencan resolve this matter. One
might speculate, whether or not
BSU is an institution or a club. I
would say it's a club."
Senator Craig will be re-
placed by Senator Chris Peters as
Chair of the Review Committee.
When asked about the denial of
access to the Committee Review
Meeting, University News Editor
Larry Purviance replied, "We will
prosecute Senator Craig to the full-
est of civil and criminal laws. I just
do not let people treat my reporters
like that."
Rug/upholstery cleaners -- Dry cornstarch sprinkled on, then vacu-
umed.
Mothballs -- Cedar chips, newspapers, lavender flowers.
Enamel or oil-based paints -. Latex or water-based paints.
House plant insecticide -- Old dishwater or bar soap and water; spray
on leaves and rinse.
Fle'a collars and sprays -- Gradually add brewer's yeast to pet's diet
powdered sugar mix. Ants: chili powder to hinder entry. .
Other notes: Ruffies and Good Sense are two brands of plastic bags
that are photodegradable. Sunlight breaks them down.
Anheuser-Busch uses a photodegradable plastic yoke to hold six-packs.
together.
To order your Christmas cards made on recycled paper, go to From
The Earth in Hyde Park. You must have your order in by October 27th. The
catalog will be available from the lst through the 27th.
